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The quantification of spilled hydrocarbon is of vital importance and is a first step 
in the remediation hierarchy. In most cases, watertable elevation and hydrocarbon 
thickness are the primary field data available to enable the evaluation of the extent of 
hydrocarbon contamination. However, because of the unavailability of relationship 
between the spilled hydrocarbon and its thickness in the monitoring wells under dynamic 
water table conditions, there is a marked paucity of research considering fluctuating 
water table conditions. A mathematical model was developed to predict the extent of 
hydrocarbon contamination. Developed model incorporates the water table fluctuation 
history, hysteresis, and entrapment. An experimental setup was utilized to obtain data on 
hydrocarbon thickness with the fluctuated water table conditions. The data obtained from 
the study were used to validate the mathematical model. In the experimental program 
four runs were performed: Uniform sand and well-graded sand were used with diesel and 
kerosene. Simulation results using the developed model were compared with 
experimental as well as results reported in the literature. 

Critical spilled volumes noted for all four runs were 4.8, 4.3, 4.15, and 3.9 
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conditions with the results predicted by different models reported in the literature were 
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mathematical model is the best predictor in all four cases (with percentage error of 5.8 to 
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fluctuation history in a hysteretic entrapment model was shown to have an impact on the 
predictions. Hydrocarbon/groundwater interface fluctuations correlate inversely with the 
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shows that the model predictions are in close agreement with the experimental data. The 
model over predicted the results in the range of 16.2 to 85.1%, 7.9 to 47.2%, 6.4 to 
70.3%, and 6.7 to 43.4% in all four cases respectively. It was found that the sensitivity of 
the developed model with sand porosity and LNAPL density is quite low. Making the use 
of the model more reliable. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Intentional and unintentional release of hydrocarbons into the soil and subsurface 

pose a great threat to the biosphere environment. Some of the most common and most 

damaging types of groundwater contaminants are immiscible liquids. Nonaqueous Phase 

Liquids (NAPLs), the hydrocarbons which are the major source of contamination, that 

exist as a separate, immiscible phase when they come into contact with water and/or air. 

Nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPL) are typically classified as either: 1) Light Nonaqueous 

Phase Liquids (LNAPLs; such as common fuels) have densities less than that of water, or 

2) Dense Nonaqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPLs; such as heavy crude oil) have densities 

greater than that of water. Seepage of these contaminants into the vadose zone poses a 

great threat to the environment especially to groundwater quality. Serious contamination 

of groundwater and soil leads to health, economical, and social problems (Hoag and 

Marley 1986; Borden and Kao, 1992). 

 

1.1 Hazards Associated with Hydrocarbon Contamination 

The major environmental health and safety problems associated with hydrocarbon 

discharge to the subsurface environment are soil and groundwater pollution and fire and 

explosion hazards (Hall and Quam, 1976)). Hydrocarbon products are typically multi-
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component organic mixtures composed of chemicals with varying degree of water 

solubility. Some additives such as methyl tertiary-butyl ether and alcohols are highly 

soluble (Hoag and Marley 1986; Ali 2002). On the other hand, components such as 

benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes are slightly soluble in water. In general, 

NAPLs represent potential long-term sources for continued groundwater contamination at 

many sites (Osgood, 1974). Almost all of the components are carcinogenic and some at 

least have some adverse health effects (Haskell 1997; Ali 2002). In addition, 

contaminated water may not be used for human and animal consumption. Furthermore, 

this water may not be suitable even for irrigation purposes. The contaminated soil and 

groundwater pose a constant aesthetic problem and decrease the economic value of land 

(Rubin et al. 1998). 

In may parts of the world, especially in oil producing countries, soil and 

groundwater contamination due to hydrocarbon spills is increasing at an alarming rate 

(Osgood 1974; Nodak 1998; Ahmad et al 2002). An example of intentional spill of 

hydrocarbon is shown in plate 1.1 (Aiban 1998), where crude oil is being used for soil 

stabilization in the Dammam area, which may eventually contaminate the subsurface. 

In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia a large number of underground fuel storage tanks 

were installed during the massive development of the past three decades. Most of the fuel 

storage tanks have exceeded their design life or have started leaking because of improper 

installation. These underground storage tanks are a potential source of soil and 

groundwater contamination in the Kingdom (Al-Suwaiyan et al. 2003). An example of a 
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Plate 1.1 An example of crude oil spraying to stabilize the embankment 
near Dammam city (Aiban 1998) 
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Plate 1.2 A photograph showing contaminated ground water and soil due to a leaking 
underground fuel storage tank in Dammam, Saudi Arabia (source Dr. Aiban, 
special collection) 
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leaking underground storage tank is presented in plate 1.2 where gasoline and diesel are 

leaking from an underground storage tank in the Dammam city area. 

 
1.2 Importance of the Quantification of Spilled Hydrocarbon Volume 

Once a spill of LNAPL is discovered, it is required that an estimate is made of 

magnitude and extent of the contamination caused. The quantification of spilled volume 

is of primary importance in the remediation work and considered as the first step in the 

remediation hierarchy. Installation of monitoring wells across the spill site is a common 

practice. If the volume of LNAPL appearing in the monitoring well and the vertical 

hydraulic gradients are not large, the accumulated thickness of LNAPL can be a 

reasonable source of information for estimating the actual spilled volume. However, the 

ground water table is always in a transient state and under transient conditions, physical 

equilibrium may never be reached. In fluctuating water table conditions one may not be 

able to relate the LNAPL thickness in the monitoring well with the actual spilled volume. 

1.3 Problem Definition and Objectives 
 

The primary objective of this study was to assess the relationship between 

LNAPL thickness in the observation wells and specific spilled volume taking into 

account the history of water table fluctuation. Though different analytical and 

quantitative methods have been developed for free product estimate in spills under 

constant water table conditions, there has been a marked paucity of research regarding 

fluctuating water table conditions. Therefore, this study focuses on the development and 
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verification of a model, based on well-established theories, which can help in studying 

the relationship between LNAPL thickness in observation wells and LNAPL in the 

adjacent formation taking into account the history of water table fluctuation. The 

developed model will help to predict the extent of hydrocarbon contamination more 

accurately and reliably. An experimental program was designed as shown in figure 1.1, to 

predict the experimental estimates of spilled hydrocarbon and its thickness in monitoring 

wells in relation to water table fluctuations. Data obtained was utilized to compare with 

the simulated results obtained from the developed model predictions. Data reported in the 

literature was also utilized for comparison and verification of model predictions. More 

specifically, the objectives of the study were: 

1. To develop a model that incorporates the aquifer hydrostatics and porous 

media properties. Established theories of LNAPL transport in porous media 

will also be utilized wherever needed. 

2. To incorporate the water table fluctuations history, hysteresis and entrapment 

in the developed model to obtain a better estimate of spilled LNAPL volumes. 

3. To utilize a laboratory experimental set-up and the obtained data on LNAPL 

product thickness under the influence of water table fluctuation. The data 

obtained from the laboratory study will be used to validate the analytical 

model. 

4. To compare the simulation results and experimental data with the results 

reported in the literature.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 General 

Estimation of Light Nonaqueous Phase Liquid (LNAPL) volumes in the soil and 

groundwater is the first and most crucial step in the remediation hierarchy. Usually this 

step dictates the type and extent of the recovery and remediation techniques that can be 

efficiently utilized. Inaccurate volume estimates can lead to unrealistic expectations of 

recoverable contamination, poor determination of liability and inaccurate cost estimation 

for the remediation work (Lundegard and Mudford, 1998; Sharma, 2000).  

 

2.2 Quantification of Spilled Hydrocarbon Volume 

Generally, one of the most important variables to be determined at any 

hydrocarbon spill site is the amount of product lost. This quantity largely governs 

whether the site needs remediation or not. Quantification of the original amount of spilled 

hydrocarbon requires knowledge of several concepts such as two and three phase 

relations, aquifer hydraulics, porous media properties (e.g. texture, pore size distribution, 

heterogeneity, and the presence of other fluids). A clear understanding of the phase 

distribution and movement of contaminants is critical to evaluate remedial decisions and 

volume quantification (Huling and Weaver, 1991). 
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In general, two methods are used to determine the spilled hydrocarbon volume: 

direct measurement in the field and prediction models employed by researchers. 

Exhaustive field measurements are not only costly but also tedious and time consuming. 

These methods require considerable effort in order to collect field data at regular intervals 

in space and time. Furthermore, precision of the measurement is limited by the precision 

of field instruments, and by degree of human error (Wickramanayake, et al. 1990b; 

Jaynes, 1992; Mualem, 1992). Therefore, in brief, current field measurement technology 

is time consuming, expensive, and often yields parameter estimates for only a narrow 

range of field conditions. However, the utilization of indirect approaches does not obviate 

the need for continued research toward improved direct methods. 

In sharp contrast to direct measurement, relatively more attention is being paid to 

the development of indirect methods which predict the spilled volume from more easily 

measured data, including saturation pressure data, and hydrocarbon thickness data in the 

monitoring wells. It is fortunate that indirect methods are generally more convenient and 

far less costly to implement. Moreover, indirect methods often give estimates which may 

well be accurate enough, or are close to being accurate enough, for many applications.  

 

2.2.1 Direct Methods 

The most reliable way of estimating the large spills of hydrocarbon could be 

collecting soil samples at various points in space from various depths. The laboratory 

analysis will give the spatial hydrocarbon distribution. Integration of such hydrocarbon 

distribution gives the total spilled volume. Special consideration must be given to the 
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design of the monitoring wells and the collection of groundwater samples (Fetter 1992; 

Hess et al. 1992). 

In the past, most of the field studies were based on direct measurements (Williams 

and Wilder, 1971; Hult, 1984; EPA, 1987). In several other studies, the purpose of direct 

measurement was the calibration of predictive models (Ostendorf et al., 1993; Steffy, 

1997; Aral and Liao, 2000; and Darnault et al., 2001). In order to understand the 

phenomena more clearly laboratory experimental studies have been conducted on various 

vertical columns containing water and spilled oil. Water and oil content were measured at 

different elevations and time in order to determine the fluid profile in porous media. 

Results were compared with calculated distribution based on two-phase capillary pressure 

versus saturation data (Eckberg and Sunada, 1984; and Wickramanayake et al., 1991).  

Other methods include bail-down testing, extrapolation of free hydrocarbon 

thickness between monitoring points, contouring of thickness maps, extrapolation of 

geologic information, planimetering, and estimation of porosity, specific yield and 

retention. All of these are key factors used in ultimately determining the hydrocarbon 

volume determination in place (Testa and Paczkowski, 1989; Blake and Fryberger, 1983; 

Dragun, 1988; Kramer, 1981). However, there is potential hazard of increase in the 

vertical extent of contamination during drilling and well installation programs. 

Furthermore, hydrocarbon, contaminated soil and aquifer material, and vapors brought to 

the surface because of drilling operations, may lead to conditions which are potentially an 

ignition hazard. These operations may also expose drilling and sampling crews to the 

hazard of chemical exposure (Newell et al. 1995). Literature review shows that 
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researchers are more interested in indirect methods than direct methods. This may be due 

to the reasons mentioned earlier. 

 

2.2.2 Indirect Methods 

As there are difficulties involved in field measurements, considerable efforts have 

been made to develop simple algorithms for predicting spilled hydrocarbon volumes 

based on indirect methods. These approaches fall into two broad categories: first, 

physically based models that rely on some conceptual model of the properties of the 

porous media and hydrocarbons, second, empirical approaches that make no assumptions 

regarding the mechanisms of existing fluids and porous media.  

The modeling of all processes involved in the contamination and reclamation of 

soil and groundwater is based on the appropriate quantification of the processes 

mentioned in previous sections. The ability to predict reliably and quantitatively the 

spilled volume of hydrocarbons in soil and groundwater is of vital importance. The 

incorporation of all phenomena and processes associated with hydrocarbon 

contamination and quantification is an extremely complicated task (Schuckman et al, 

1997). 

A number of researchers have used indirect approaches to determine hydraulic 

properties of unsaturated porous media, probably starting with Krumbein and Monk 

(1942). Some researchers used porous media and hydrocarbon properties to predict 

hydraulic properties of soils (Gupta and Larson, 1979; Arya and Paris, 1981). These 
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approaches were tested several times by other researchers according to their requirements 

(Haverkamp and Parlange, 1986; Mishra et al., 1989; and Arya and Dierolf, 1992).  

Mayer and Miller (1992) used porous media particle size properties to determine 

spilled hydrocarbon distribution in porous media. Similarly, Ryan and Dhir (1993), 

Huntley et al. (1994a, 1994b) and Parcher et al. (1995) extended research in this area. 

Busby et al. (1995) used hydrocarbon properties and studied their influence in their 

saturation-pressure relationship investigation. The literature survey revealed that most of 

the work on indirect approaches was done during the last two decades (table 1). The use 

of indirect methods for the determination of spilled hydrocarbon is still a promising area 

for interested researchers (Darnault et al., 2001; Aral and Lio, 2002). 

  In most cases, water-table elevations and hydrocarbon thickness are the primary 

field data which are available at (almost) every field and may be used to evaluate the 

extent of hydrocarbon contamination (Farr et al., 1990; Ballestero et al., 1994; Marinelli 

and Durnford, 1996). 

 

2.3 Quantification Based on the Measurement of LNAPL Thickness 

and Water Table Elevation in the Field 

Historically, great efforts have been made to develop a relationship, which can 

predict the specific spill volume of hydrocarbon(s) in the porous media by using a readily 

available parameter in the field. Different empirical and theoretical models were 

developed to achieve this objective.  
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In estimating the spilled hydrocarbon volume in a formation, it is often assumed 

that there is a linear relationship between hydrocarbon thickness in the monitoring well 

and in the formation. This hypothesis is based on the key assumption that there is some 

sort of a physical equilibrium between these two phases (Parker 1987; Lenhard and 

Parker 1988; 1997; Kemblowski and Chiang, 1990; Liao and Aral 1999). Interpretation 

of hydrocarbon thickness data from observation wells, however, presents a number of 

difficulties. Since there is no capillary fringe in a monitoring well, hydrocarbon thickness 

in the well is usually larger than that in the formation, under equilibrium conditions (Van 

Dam, 1967; Testa and Winegardner, 1991). de Pastrovich et al. (1979) used a simple 

force balance subject to a number of simplifying assumptions and proposed that the 

measured LNAPL thickness in monitoring wells is approximately four times the 

thickness of the soil zone in which free hydrocarbon is observable.  

Blake and Hall (1984) presented a simple relationship based on field observations 

as: 

)( afw hxTT ++=       (2.1) 

Where Tw and Tf are the LNAPL thickness in the monitoring well and in the 

formation, respectively. Similarly x is the interface distance below the groundwater table, 

within the well and ha  is the free product distance to the groundwater table, within the 

formation. 

Hall et al. (1984) investigated the relationship between oil thickness in porous 

media to the thickness of oil in an observation well by adding oil incrementally to sandy 

porous media packed in large scale laboratory boxes. Coarse, medium, and fine textured 
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sands were employed. After addition of a critical oil volume which increased as soil grain 

size diminished, a 1:1 relationship between soil hydrocarbon thickness and well 

hydrocarbon thickness was observed. Their observations did not agree with the 

relationship developed by de Pastrovich et al. (1979). Consequently, Hall et al. (1984) 

proposed that hydrocarbon thickness in soils could be estimated from well hydrocarbon 

thickness after applying a porous media dependent correction factor. They did not, 

however, propose any technique to evaluate the correction factor from basic soil 

properties. 

In another laboratory investigation of the relationship between soil and well 

hydrocarbon thickness, Hampton and Miller (1988) found the relationship proposed by de 

Pastrovich et al. (1979) and Hall et al. (1984) to be inadequate for describing their 

experimental observations. The Equation developed by de Pastrovich et al. (1979) was 

found to yield crude order-of-magnitude approximations of mobile hydrocarbon 

thickness. Several other researchers (e.g. Schiegg, 1995; Testa and Paczkowski, 1989) 

also presented different relationships but found these inadequate for explaining the 

experimental results (Kramer, 1982; Hampton and Miller, 1988; Darnault et al., 2001). 

Wagner et al. (1989) compared estimates using various techniques including 

simple and complex relationships, bail-down tests, and chemical analysis of soil samples. 

The study indicated that estimates from bail-down tests, analysis of soil samples from a 

test pit, a developmental hydrocarbon-sensing probe, and the relationship proposed by de 

Pastrovich et al. (1979) yielded comparable results at only one field site. 
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2.3.1 Study on Nonhysteretic Model 

It is now well-established that the drying and imbibition curves for a soil will not 

be the same (A typical hysteretic fluid retention curve is presented in figure. 2.1.) because 

of the hysteresis which is a function of hydrocarbon and porous media properties such as 

grain geometry, contact angle between fluid and particles and entrapped air (Fetter, 

1992). Farr et al. (1990) and Lenhard and Parker (1990) developed methods for 

evaluating the LNAPL volume in porous media under static conditions based on fluid and 

porous media properties and apparent LNAPL thickness. They, however, neglected the 

effect of hysteresis in their model. Farr et al (1990) gave the relationship as, 

 


 −−= 1)1( D
TDST w

rf φ      (2.2) 

 and  
o

d
ao

d
ow hhD ρρ −∆=      (2.3) 

Where φ  is the porosity, Sr is the residual saturation, ρo is the density of LNAPL, 

∆ρ is the difference in density between water and LNAPL, and d
owh  and d

aoh  are the 

displacement heads of nonwetting to wetting fluids, respectively. 

Based on the LNAPL thickness in the well these two studies developed similar 

analytical models for predicting the vertical saturation distribution of LNAPL in a 

homogeneous porous media. The major assumptions made by the above authors are: 

1. Oil and water pressure distributions are assumed to be hydrostatic and air pressure 

is assumed to be atmospheric everywhere, implying that all fluids are in a static 

equilibrium. 
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2. Relationships between capillary pressure and saturation are nonhysteretic and 

described by the main drainage curves. 

3. The effects of air entrapped by water, oil entrapped by water, and air entrapped by 

oil are negligible. 

The zones delineated as a, b, and c in figure 2.2 pertain to air, oil, and water 

saturations, respectively and there is no entrapped phase. Thus, the figure indicates that 

the oil saturation at a particular elevation is equal to the difference between total liquid 

saturation and water saturation. Neglecting hysteresis and entrapment eliminates the 

effects of the previous saturation history and leads to a unique relationship between 

LNAPL thickness in a well (Tw) and the specific oil volume in the porous media (Vo).  
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           The specific oil volume is the total volume of vertically distributed oil per unit 

planimetric area of the aquifer. Because specific oil volume has units of length, it is 

referred to in some literature as the LNAPL thickness or product thickness in the formation 

(Marinelli and Durnford, 1996). However, Vo is more properly thought of as an oil volume 

per unit area and does not represent the physical thickness of the formation over which oil 

is distributed. 

In a controlled study, Wickramanayake et al. (1991) compared the methods 

proposed by de Pastrovich et al., (1979), Hall et al. (1984), and Lenhard and Parker 

(1990) to estimate LNAPL volume from a known release. In this study the method 

proposed by Lenhard and Parker (1990) provided the best estimate of LNAPL release 

after the system had reached equilibrium. However, all estimates were within an order of 

magnitude of the actual release volume. Huntly et al. (1994a; 1994b) studied the 

relationship between the LNAPL thickness in the monitoring well and specific spilled 

volume in the formation and reported uncertainty in this method. 

Liao and Aral (1999) developed a model based on the analytical solution of 

volumetric equilibrium equations for constant residual saturation levels. Therefore, the 

model represented only estimates of hydraulic equilibrium conditions at a contaminated 

site. They developed a relation as 
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Where hw(t), z(t) and h(t) represent the LNAPL thickness in the monitoring well, 

water table elevation and LNAPL thickness in the formation, respectively. Finally they 

concluded that the physical equilibrium models ignoring the effect of ground water table 

fluctuations are not a reliable tool to estimate LNAPL volume at a spill site. 

 

2.3.2 Lenhard Hysteresis /Entrapment Algorithms 

Lenhard (1992) presented a comprehensive set of algorithms for computing fluid 

saturation in a porous media considering saturation hysteresis and entrapment of 

nonwetting phases. The hysteretic saturation-pressure (S-P) model accounts for different 

contact angles associated with drainage and imbibition processes, irregular pore 

geometry, and entrapment of nonwetting fluid. 

The model provides an algorithm for computing fluid saturation in two-phase (air-

water) and three-phase (air-oil-water) systems based on soil and fluid properties. The 

effective saturation of water, oil and total liquid in than phase system may be given as 
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towa S andS ,S,S  are three-phase effective saturation of air, water and NAPL and actual 

total liquid saturation. It is assumed that wetability decreases in the order water to oil to 

air. 

As shown on figure 2.1, Lenhard defines apparent water saturation as equal to 

actual water saturation plus the saturation of air entrapped by water plus the saturation of 

oil entrapped by water. In addition, apparent total liquid saturation is equal to apparent 

water saturation plus continuous oil phase saturation plus the saturation of air entrapped 

by oil. Apparent saturation depends on current capillary pressure and previous saturation 

history. Prior to the introduction of oil, the porous media is a two-phase system and the 

apparent water saturation is controlled by the air-water capillary pressure. After the 

introduction of oil, the porous media becomes a three-phase system. Apparent water 

saturation is then assumed to be controlled by the oil-water capillary pressure and 

apparent total liquid saturation is controlled by the air-oil capillary pressure. Once oil has 

been introduced into a volume element of the medium, that element continues to behave 

as a three-phase system even if the oil subsequently drains to negligible saturation. 

Apparent saturation is defined as the sum of the effective saturation of a 

continuous fluid phase and the effective saturation of any entrapped dissimilar fluids that 

may be occluded by the continuous fluid phase. 

                               atwotw SSSS ++=w       (2.9) 

                                 atowt SSSS ++=      (2.10) 
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where otS  is the effective entrapped NAPL saturation, atwS is the effective 

entrapped air saturation that is occluded by water, and atS  is the effective total entrapped 

air saturation (either by water or NAPL).  

The ‘effective total entrapped’ air saturation (i.e. occluded by NAPL and water) 

and the ‘effective entrapped’ air saturation occluded by water only for a given saturation 

path history could be predicted from following system of equations, 
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and for 
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and for 
min
tw SS ≤  

                                     0Satw =        (2.17) 

Where 

aw
wS

∆
= effective water saturation in an air-water system at reversal point. 

atwS = effective entrapped air saturation in water phase. 

aroS = effective entrapped residual air saturation in LNAPL phase. 

tS  and wS = current apparent total liquid and water saturation, respectively. 

The effective entrapped air saturation in NAPL ‘ atoS ’ for any saturation path 

could be obtained from, 
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                                      atwatato SSS −=      (2.18) 

 

There may be some entrapped air present within the trapped NAPL phase, 

resulting from air-water or air-NAPL interfaces. In order to account for concomitant 

entrapment of air and NAPL by NAPL-water interfaces, an ‘effective total entrapped 

NAPL saturation ottS ’ may be defined by, 

 

                              otootwotott SSSS ++=      (2.19) 

Where 

 otS = effective entrapped NAPL saturation. 

 otwS = effective entrapped air saturation contained ‘within the trapped NAPL’ that 

           resulted from air water interfaces. 

otoS = effective entrapped air saturation contained ‘within the trapped NAPL’ that 

          resulted from air-NAPL interfaces. 

 

The main retaining and drainage curves for apparent water saturation and apparent 

total liquid saturation are described by the van Genuchten (1980) saturation model in 

conjunction with the Parker et al. (1987) scaling theory. The main imbibition and 

drainage apparent saturation-capillary pressure branches were described respectively, by: 
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 Prefatory superscripts I  and D  in equations (2.20) and (2.21) are 

main imbibition and drainage S-P branches, respectively. 

Lenhard (1992) presented some algorithms for computing apparent

scanning paths between the main retaining/drainage curves. Fo

)(hS ** scanning paths, the main imbibition branch is scaled to pass

appropriate reversal points to give: 
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If, within a volume element, the Van Genuchten (VG) equatio

apparent total liquid saturation to be less than the water saturation, the 

force the apparent total liquid saturation to be equal to the apparent water
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this case, the mobile oil saturation is zero and only immobile (entrapped) oil can exist 

within the volume element. 

Apparent water saturation and apparent total liquid saturation are both assumed to 

approach the same irreducible saturation value at high capillary pressures. Irreducible 

saturation is therefore considered as a property of the porous media and is independent of 

fluid properties. 

 

2.3.3 Hysteretic / Entrapment Model 

Using the Lenhard (1992) algorithms, Marinelli and Durnford (1996) developed 

an analytical model to describe the distribution of fluid saturation considering the effects 

of hysteresis and non-wetting phase entrapment. The model was used to evaluate systems 

with fluctuating water tables and/or changes in specific oil volume. 

Computations were performed by discretizing the soil profile into volume 

elements and using the Lenhard algorithms to compute air, oil, and water saturation 

within each element. In addition to the concepts discussed by the Lenhard (1992) in his 

algorithms, the hysteretic/entrapment model incorporates the following assumptions: 

1. For a moving water table or variations in specific oil volume, fluid saturation 

distributions were modelled assuming a succession of hydrostatic pressure 

distributions (quasi-equilibrium approach). 

2. Both the VG and BC capillary pressure vs. saturation relations were incorporated 

as model options. The latter represents an extension of the Lenhard algorithms. 
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3. Air-water, air-oil, and oil-water interfacial tensions were used to estimate the 

capillary pressure scaling factors. 

4. During the first entry of oil into a volume element, it was assumed that apparent 

total liquid saturation is on its main imbibition curve and apparent water 

saturation is on its main drainage curve. 

5. If it was predicted that all available oil in the soil profile is entrapped, the 

saturation distribution of (entrapped) oil remains fixed until conditions are 

reached where some of the oil is remobilised. 

The uniform irreducible saturation assumed in the Lenhard algorithms implies that 

for the hydrostatic case, neither mobile nor entrapped oil can exist at relatively large 

distances above the water table. Any LNAPL originally present at these elevations is 

predicted to drain downward to elevations closer to the water table. 

Uncertainty in the LNAPL thickness in monitoring wells was also studied by 

other researchers and the following observations were reported: 

1. Monitoring wells may not contain observable LNAPL, even though soil sampling 

indicates significant LNAPL in the adjacent formation above and/or below the 

water table (Ballestero et al. 1994; Marinelli and Durnford in 1996). 

2. LNAPL thickness in wells tends to decrease when the water table rises. However 

the thickness increases when the water table falls (Kemblowski and Chiang, 1988; 

Hunt et al., 1989; Kemblowski and Chiang, 1990). 

3. There can be sudden appearances or disappearances of LNAPL in monitoring 

wells across a site (Marinelli and Durnford in 1996). 
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4. If the water-table level drops below its previous range of fluctuation, LNAPL may 

disappear from monitoring wells (Marinelli and Durnford in 1996). 

These uncertainties in the measurement of hydrocarbon thickness in monitoring 

wells forced interested researchers to probe more into the relation of hydrocarbon 

thickness with the dynamic behavior of the groundwater table. Recently, a numerical 

based model was developed by Aral and Liao (2002). The model simulates groundwater 

table dynamic conditions and its effects on LNAPL thickness in the monitoring well, and 

is based on volumetric equilibrium and multi-phase Darcian flow principles. They started 

from pressure head expressions for LNAPL/air and water/LNAPL as, 
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  Where Poa and Pwo are capillary pressures at the LNAPL/air interface and 

water/LNAPL interface, respectively, oρ  and wρ  are the density of LNAPL and water 

phases, respectively, and g is the gravitational accelaration. They are defined from the 

Darcy law and the conservation of mass principle for the water phase, 

dt
dZ

f
H

kK w
w

w

w
rww =

Φ
−Φ

−       (2.27) 

where Kw and krw are the saturated hydraulic conductivity and the dimensionless 

relative permeability of the water phase and fw is the replaceable porosity of water, wΦ  

and H are the initial and final water table elevations. Zw is the water/LNAPL interface 

elevation. 
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The conservation of mass principle for the LNAPL phase yields the following 

relationship, 

dt
dZ

f
A
Q
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dZ

f w
w

p
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o =+      (2.28) 

where Qo is the volumetric inflow rate of LNAPL to the monitoring well, Ap is the 

effective aerial distribution of the continuous LNAPL phase in the aquifer, and fo is the 

replaceable porosity at the LNAPL/air interface. Then the rate of change of the water 

table elevation  is given as, 
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 The final equation they presented as, 
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where, Do is the LNAPL surface elevation in the monitoring well. 
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They concluded that the effect of capillary pressures, both at the water/LNAPL interface 

and LNAPL/air interface, has significant effects on the predictions. However, they did 

not come up with a quantitative model which can predict spilled LNAPL volume at a 
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given LNAPL thickness in a monitoring well. Van Geel and Roy (2002) proposed a 

model modified from Parker and Lenhard (1987) and Lenhard (1992). They incorporated 

a residual NAPL term into the previous model. A new parameter was introduced as, 

apparent total liquid saturation at the reversal point from primary wetting curve to a 

drainage curve (
t

S∆∆ ). They assumed four types of formulations: linear, constrained and 

unconstrained exponential and one similar to the Land (1968) equation. 

Linear:     maxmax
res

D
tres SSS ∆∆=       (2.33) 

Exponential (constrained):  maxmax ]1[ res
z

res SeS t
S∆∆

−−=    (2.34) 

Exponential (unconstrained):  fit
res

z
res SeS t

S

]1[max
∆∆

−−=   (2.35) 

Land :         ]1/[max

t
D

tres SRSS ∆∆∆∆ +=      (2.36) 

Where: 

max
resS  = effective maximum residual NAPL saturation based on total 

saturation reversal point 

Dt
tS∆∆  = apparent total liquid saturation reversal point 

z  =   fitting parameter for the constrained and unconstrained exponential 

equations 

fit
res

D S  = additional fitting parameter of the unconstrained expontial model 

1)/1( max −= res
DD SR  

max
res

D S  = absolute maximum effective residual NAPL saturation 
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 They concluded that the formation similar to that of Land (1968) for fluid 

entrapment was deemed to give a reasonable approximation of this relationship. The 

inclusion of a residual NAPL term in a predictive model will improve the prediction of 

NAPL distribution within the subsurface. 

The literature review revealed that with the increase in environmental awareness, 

the increase in the study of soil and groundwater contamination has become the focus of 

numerous researchers. The literature reviewed here includes articles roughly from 1940 

onwards. A qualitative presentation of reported work is shown in figure 2.3. The statistics 

of the articles examined are summarised in table 2.1. 

It seems that a revolution in the investigation scheme has appeared in related 

literature. Investigators tackle the problem from different angles, and different analytical 

and quantitative methods have been developed for free product estimation in spills under 

constant water table conditions. However, there has been a marked paucity of research 

under dynamic water table conditions. There is a need for studying the relationship 

between hydrocarbon thickness in observation wells and hydrocarbon in the adjacent 

formation, taking into account the history of water table fluctuation along with 

entrapment, and hysteresis. 
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(1981-1990) 
41.8% 

(1991-2000) 
41.2% 

(2001-2005) 
5.6% 

(Up to 1970)
3.7% 

(1971-1980)
8.1% 

Figure 2.3. Summary of literature survey on spilled LNAPL volume estimation. 
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TABLE 2.1. Summary of the Literature Survey on Hydrocarbon Volume 

Estimation Studies by Category. 

 

 

Research Area 
Up to 

1970 

1971-

1980 

1981-

1990 

1991-

2000 

2001-

2005 

LNAPL transport through porous 

media: General overview 
6 11 36 48 6 

Quantification of spilled LNAPL 

volume: General overview 
-- 1 31 18 3 

Direct methods -- 1 11 2 -- 

Indirect methods -- -- 20 16 3 

 
A. Based on measurement of 

other parameters in the field. 
-- -- 14 5 1 

 B. Based on predictive models -- -- 6 11 2 

 
a) Empirical 

 
-- -- 3 5 -- 

 
b) Analytical 

 
-- -- 1 4 1 

 
c) Semi-analytical 

 
-- -- 2 2 1 

 Total   =      160 6 13 67 66 9 
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2.4 Mathematical Modeling of the Process 

In order to model the situation more accurately, it is essential to first understand 

the mechanisms and mode of movement of NAPL in the porous media where three 

phases (air, water and NAPL) exist. Saturation ‘S’ and pressure ‘P’ relationship in the 

porous media have also been widely used to model transient variably saturated fluid flow 

in soils. Due to the lack of simple experimental techniques to directly measure fluid 

saturation-pressure (S-P) relations of three-phase systems, functional relationships 

measured in two-phase NAPL-water and air-NAPL systems are commonly used to 

estimate fluid behaviour in air-NAPL-water systems. Experimental methods pertinent to 

the measurement of S-P relations in porous media with two fluid phases have been well-

documented and are fairly simple to perform (Brooks and Corey, 1964; Corey, 1986; 

Scheidegger, 1974; Su and Brooks, 1980).  

Leverett and Lewis (1941) suggested the extension of two-phase S-P relations to 

predict three-phase behaviour. In three-phase air-NAPL-water systems, in which water is 

the dominant wetting fluid, the total liquid saturation would thus be the function of air-

NAPL capillary pressure, where capillary pressure is defined as the difference in 

pressures between contiguous nonwetting and wetting fluids. Whenever the fluid 

wettabilities follow the order water to NAPL to air, (i.e. wetting to non-wetting fluid) 

effective water saturation in an air-NAPL-water system is commonly assumed a function 

of the NAPL-water capillary pressure (Aziz and Settari, 1979). This assumption was 

indirectly corroborated from experimental work on three-phase air-oil-water relative 
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permeability-saturation relations conducted by Leverett and Lewis (1941) and Corey et 

al. (1956). 

In a system where water and a NAPL coexist, capillary pressure, Pc, can be 

written as 

  
r
TPwPnPc 2=−=          (2.1) 

where Pc is the capillary pressure, Pn is the NAPL pressure, Pw is the water pressure and 

T is the interfacial surface tension. 

In the two phase Brooks-Corey (1966) model, saturation-pressure relations are 

represented by 

λ
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where wS '  is effective water saturation, 
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where Sr is the irreducible wetting fluid saturation, Pd is displacement pressure and λ is a 

pore size distribution index. While van Genuchten (1980), gave a relation independent of 

displacement pressure by 
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1' =wS ;  Pc ≤ 0        (2.5) 
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where α and n are model parameters and m = 1-1/n. 

If fluid pressure distributions can be inferred from well fluid levels, and three 

phase saturation-pressure relations for the soil (considering the hysteresis and 

entrapment) are known, fluid saturation distributions can be predicted and integrated to 

determine the corresponding hydrocarbon specific volumes. 

 

2.5 Limitations of the Existing Models and Need for the Study 

A variety of models are available to get quantitative determination of spilled 

hydrocarbon volume. However, use of certain models is limited by the site-specific 

properties or data acquisition technology. Many of the models are sensitive to parameters 

such as permeability, porosity, and hydrocarbon spill history that is often unknown or 

poorly defined. Thus, significant uncertainty in the accuracy of the results may exist, 

even at relatively well-characterized sites (Newell et al., 1995). Uncertainty in the 

relationships between hydrocarbon thickness in the monitoring wells, specific oil volume, 

and water table elevation render applicability of these models limited. It seems that the 

relationships between these parameters are strongly affected by entrapment of oil and 

water, pore water blockage, and saturation history of the soil profile due to water table 

fluctuation. 

Therefore, it is believed that there is a need to make the assessment of the 

relationship between the spilled hydrocarbon volume and its thickness in monitoring 

wells considering the water table fluctuation history. It is also expected that this study 

will yield valuable information and provide more knowledge about the estimation of 
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spilled LNAPL volume. The outcome of this study will contribute to the understanding of 

uncertainties and variations in the correct estimation of spilled LNAPL volume.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

THEORETICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

 

A one dimensional semi analytical model was developed to evaluate the effect of 

water table fluctuations in the porous media on the hydrocarbon thickness measurements 

in the monitoring well. The model was used to predict the extent of LNAPL 

contamination from the volumetric point of view.  

 

3.1 General  

It is well established that the water table in an unconfined aquifer is always in a 

transient state. Under a transient state, the asymptotic physical equilibrium conditions 

may never be reached to justify the use of the theory based on static equilibrium 

conditions. In the following model based on the work of Liao and Aral (1999) and Van 

Gell and Roy (2002), an attempt has been made to represent LNAPL thickness fluctuation 

with the rising and falling water table conditions in an unconfined aquifer. The modified 

model developed consists of three parts. The first part describes the governing equations 

for the LNAPL movement in an unconfined aquifer caused by piezometric head 

fluctuations. The second part of the model depicts the governing equations for LNAPL 

movement in the monitoring well. In the third part, governing equations for LNAPL 

movement in the monitoring well are related to the governing equations for the LNAPL 
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movement in an unconfined aquifer caused by piezometric head fluctuations. Simplified 

assumptions were introduced to incorporate the effect of entrapment, hysteresis and 

residual saturations. The model derived in this study may be utilized in estimating 

LNAPL thickness and volume in aquifers under fluctuating water table conditions. Detail 

description of the model is discussed in the following sections. 

 

3.2 Vertical Flow Model for LNAPL Movement in Unconfined Aquifer 
Consider an unconfined aquifer having a spilled LNAPL thickness h(t) in the 

porous media. This LNAPL thickness represents the equivalent volume of vertically 

distributed LNAPL per unit planimetric area of the aquifer. However, in reality distributed 

LNAPL coexist with some entrapped water and air. Assume that initially the water table 

in the aquifer at t = to is at an elevation of Ho. After some time t, the water table is 

suddenly changed to H causing an upward and downward movement in the aquifer and 

monitoring well. Another assumption used in the subsequent derivation is the concept of a 

sharp interface between any two of the fluids discussed (LNAPL, water, and air). One 

may define the groundwater velocity in the aquifer based on the continuity relationship as 

  Vw = 
dt
dzfw                (3.1) 

where, z is the LNAPL groundwater interface elevation datum as shown in figure 3.1 and 

fw is the replaceable porosity for the water phase. Nonwetting fluid hysteresis/entrapment 

considerations will also be taken care of in the following sections. In the case of a rising 

water table i.e. (H > H0), fw may be defined as follows, 

  fw = φe (1-StR)        (3.2)  
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where φe is the effective porosity of the aquifer, and StR is the total entrapped fluid 

saturation due to flooding of groundwater.  In the case of a falling groundwater table i.e. 

(H < H0), fw may take the form, 

  fw = φe (1-ShtF)        (3.3) 

where ShtF is the historically entrapped total residual non-wetting fluid saturation in the 

case of  a falling groundwater table. 

Now define the vertical oil phase Darcy velocity ‘Vo’ as 

  
( )
dt

zhdfV oo
+=        (3.4) 

where, h is the thickness of LNAPL in the porous media, and fo is the replaceable porosity 

of oil phase.  In the case of a rising groundwater table, i.e. (H > Ho), fo may take the form, 

  fo = φe (1-ShoR)        (3.5) 

where ShoR is the historical entrapped residual oil saturation in the vadose zone due to the 

movement of the LNAPL/air interface.  In the case of a falling groundwater table, i.e. (H 

< Ho), fo may take the form, 

  fo = φe (1-SoF)        (3.6) 

where SoF is the entrapped residual oil saturation due to the movement of the LNAPL/air 

interface.  Utilizing the Darcy velocities Vw, Vo, and the conservation of mass principle 

produces the following 

  fo d(h+z) = fw dz       (3.7) 

  fo dh + fo dz = fw dz       (3.8) 

  fo dh = - (fo – fw) dz       (3.9) 
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  dz
f
fdh

o

w






−−= 1        (3.10) 

or 

  dh = -k dz        (3.11) 

where, 

  
o

w

f
fk −=1         (3.12) 

The above relation shows that if the replaceable porosity for groundwater fw is 

larger than the replaceable porosity of the oil phase fo, then k < 0, which implies that as 

the groundwater/LNAPL interface z rises the thickness of free product h increases.  

Otherwise, if the replaceable porosity for groundwater fw is less than the replaceable 

porosity for oil phase fo, then k > 0, which implies that as the groundwater/LNAPL 

interface z rises the thickness of free product h decreases.  If fw = fo, then the thickness of 

the oil phase will not change relative to the movement of the groundwater phase. 

In a given system, the amount of nonwetting fluid j entrapped by wetting fluid k 

during imbibition will depend on the current fluid saturation and the saturation path 

history.  Possible sources of entrapped fluid in a three-phase system are air trapped by 

water, air trapped by oil, and oil trapped by water. A typical entrapment of nonwetting 

fluids in a sand matrix is shown in figure 3.2. The procedure proposed here for the 

prediction of fluid entrapment assumes that these processes in a three-phase system may 

be evaluated from observations made in two-phase air-water, oil-water, and air-oil 
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systems. Historic minimum saturations are the smallest fluid contents for a given 

saturation path history. 

 Primary drainage and imbibition pathways within a given system define specific 

saturation paths.  There are many instances during water table fluctuations however, 

where the saturation path does not follow the primary drainage or imbibition pathways.  A 

system may switch from drainage to imbibition before the irreducible value is reached or, 

conversely, from imbibition to drainage before the maximum saturation is reached. 

Intermediate pathways may be represented by hysteretic scanning curves interpolated 

from primary drainage and imbibition functions.  



 

.

LNAPL

Air 

Water

Water
Figure 3.2  Typical entrapment of nonwetting fluids in a sand matrix
 44  
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 In order to incorporate the effect of hysteresis/entrapment functions in the 

calculation of entrapped volume one has to define the relation between entrapped and 

total saturation. White and Lenhard (1993) scaled the entrapped volume between zero 

and the maximum entrapment value, based on the location of the saturation reversal point 

from the primary drainage curve.  Assuming an empirical relationship based on the work 

of Land (1968), Parker and Lenhard (1987) defined the maximum effective entrapped 

saturation level based on the initial drainage-imbibition reversal point as 

( )jk
kjk

jk
kjk

jr

SR

SS ∆

∆

−+

−=
11

1       (3.13) 

where, i, j and k are corresponding fluid phases and 

  1
S

1R jk
jr

ijk −=        (3.14) 

jk
kS

∆
 is the effective saturation (of the wetting fluid) at the reversal from the main 

drainage curve to a primary imbibition scanning curve. 
jk
jrS is the maximum effective 

entrapped saturation corresponding to 
jk
kS

∆
. Similarly 

jk
jr

i
S  is the maximum effective 

entrapped saturation corresponding to the main imbibition branch of 
jk
kS (hjk) as shown in 

figure 3.3. 

 The algorithm estimates bound on the amount of nonwetting fluid that can be 

trapped in a porous media with two immiscible fluids.  To interpolate between these two 

end-points, it is assumed that all pores will entrap nonwetting fluid in proportion to their  
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volumes.  Accordingly, the amount of entrapped nonwetting fluid is predicted to vary 

linearly (Lenhard, 1992). 

  










−

−= ∆

∆

jk
k

jk
k

jk
kjk

jr
jk
jt

S

SSSS
1

       (3.15) 

where 
jk
jrS  is given by (3.13). Considering the rising water table scenario, the total 

entrapped nonwetting fluid saturation StR and ShoR may be represented as: 

  StR = Sotw  +  Satw +  Sato      (3.16a) 

 and ShoR = Show  +  Shaw       (3.16b) 

where, Sotw, Satw and Sato are the total oil entrapped by water, total air entrapped by water 

and total air saturation entrapped by oil due to the movement of the water/LNAPL 

interface respectively. Similarly, Show and Shaw are historically entrapped residual oil and 

air saturation levels. One may conduct two-phase (air – LNAPL, and air – water) 

saturation pressure experiments and utilize from (3.13) to (3.15) to obtain corresponding 

entrapped saturations.  The above saturations afterwards may be used to predict 

replaceable porosity of water fw from (3.2). Similarly, replaceable porosity for the oil fo 

may be predicted from (3.5) by incorporating historical entrapped residual saturation ShoR 

in a similar manner. 

 In the case of a falling ground water table, total entrapped nonwetting fluid 

saturation ShtF and SoF may be represented as:  

  ShtF = Shotw + Shatw +  Shato      (3.17a) 

 and SoF = Sow + Saw       (3.17b) 
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where, Shotw, Shatw and Shato are the historic entrapped oil and air saturation due to the 

movement of the water/LNAPL interface respectively. Similarly Sow and Saw are 

entrapped oil and air saturations. One has to determine these values by conducting a two 

phase (air – LNAPL, and air – water) saturation-pressure laboratory experiment. Utilizing 

equations 3.13 to 3.15 the corresponding entrapped saturations can be obtained. The 

replaceable porosity for water fw then can be predicted from (3.3). 

 In order to determine the replaceable porosity of oil fo in a falling water table 

scenario, one has to get entrapped air saturation in the oil ‘SoF ‘due to the movement of 

the LNAPL/air interface. After getting entrapped saturations using a similar procedure to 

that above, replaceable porosity may be predicted as 

  fo = φe (1 – SoF)        (3.18) 

We may rewrite equation (4.11) as 

  h = ho – k (z – zo)       (3.19) 

where ho and zo are initial LNAPL thickness and groundwater/oil phase interface elevation 

in the unconfined aquifer. 

From Darcy’s law, for the water phase  

  
dz
dhKV ww =         (3.20) 

or 
( )

Z
hHKV ww

1−=        (3.21) 

  Vw Z = Kw(H-h1)       (3.22) 

and for the LNAPL phase  
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( )

h
hhKV oo

21 −=        (3.23) 

substituting h2 in the above equation 

  hVo = Ko (h1 – h2) = Ko[h1 – (z + ρrh)]    (3.24) 

where h1 and h2 are the piezometric heads at the groundwater /oil phase interface and the 

free product/air interface respectively, Kw is the permeability of the aquifer for water, Ko 

is the permeability of the aquifer for oil, ρr is the density ratio (ρo/ρw) where ρo is the 

density of oil phase and ρw is the density of water. 

Substituting h1 from equation (3.22) into equation (3.24) and rearranging terms, 

the following equation is obtained: 

  ( )hzHh
K
V

z
K
V

r
o

o

w

w ρ+−=+      (3.25) 

Substituting Darcy velocities Vw and Vo into equation (3.25) gives: 

  ( ) ( )hzH
dt

hzdh
K
f

dt
dzz

K
f

r
o

o

w

w ρ+−=++     (3.26) 

Now substituting value of ‘h’ into (3.26) to get: 

  
( ){ } ( )

( )0

00
00 \

kzkzhzH
dt

kzzkhzdzzkh
K
f

dt
dzz

K
f

rror

o

o

w

w

ρρρ +−+−=

+−+
−−+

  (3.27) 

Rearranging 

       ( )[ ]( ) ( )[ ]( )0000 1 zzkhzH
dt
dzkzzkh

K
f

dt
dzz

K
f

r
o

o

w

w −−+−=−−−+ ρ  (3.28) 

which can be written as: 
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ρρ

   (3.29) 

 

one may write equation (3.29) in a general form as, 

  ( ) 001 bz
dt
dzaza +=+       (3.30) 

Where, 

and   

( ) ( )( )

( )
r

r

r

oo

r

ooww

k
zkhHb

k
Kfzkhka

k
KfkkKfa

ρ
ρ

ρρ

−
+−

−=

−
+−

−=
−

−−
−=

1

1
/1

,
1

/1/

00
0

00
01

 (3.31) 

 

The analytical solution of equation (3.30) can be given as, 

  ( ) ( ) Ctbzbaaza +=+−+ 00101 n1      (3.32) 

where C is the integration constant using initial condition at t = 0 , z = z0 

Therefore,  

  ( ) ( )0001001 n1 bzbaazaC +−+=      (3.33) 

Substitution of C will give the solution for z as a function of time 

  ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] tbzbzbaazaza =+−+−+− 000010011 n1n1   (3.34) 

or 

  ( )( ) t
bz
bzbaazza =

+
+

−−
00

0
01001 n1      (3.35) 
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In order to introduce LNAPL thickness in the unconfined aquifer, the value of z 

from (3.19) is substituted in the above equation. Therefore, after simplification one may 

get 

  ( ) ( ) t
kbkz

kbkzhhaahh
k
a

=
+

++−
−+−

00

000
100

1 n1    (3.36) 

The above equation is the solution for the free product thickness ‘h’ in an 

unconfined aquifer due to a change in the groundwater table from Ho to H at time t. 

 

3.3 Vertical Flow Model for LNAPL Movement in the Monitoring Well 

Considering the definitions in figure 3.1, an unconfined aquifer having a spilled 

LNAPL thickness ‘h(t)’ in the porous media and the aquifer is fully penetrated with a 

monitoring well of radius ‘rw’, where Zw(t) is defined as the LNAPL/groundwater 

interface elevation in the monitoring well and ‘hw(t)’ is the distinct free LNAPL thickness 

in the well. As the vertical permeability of wells is much larger than that in porous media, 

we may write 

  HthtZ wrw =+ )()( ρ                     (3.37) 

As water level rises faster in the well as compared to in the aquifer, therefore, in 

the case of rising water table, the LNAPL thickness elevation in the well is higher than 

that in the porous media. Thus, at least initially, LNAPL is expected to flow from the well 

into the aquifer. Considering the flow entering the monitoring well as positive discharge, 

then one can define the flow rate of LNAPL into the aquifer as 
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  Qw(t) =  A
dt

tdhw )(         (4.38) 

 also          = 2 π rw l(t) Kfp 





∆
∆

L
tH w )(

       (4.39) 

where, ∆L is the filter pack thickness, and Kfp is the permeability of filter packing. ∆Hw(t) 

is the difference of the LNAPL surface elevation between the porous media and the 

monitoring well which can be written as:  

  ∆Hw(t) = Z(t) + h(t) – Zw(t) – hw(t)         (3.40) 

where, l(t) is the depth of LNAPL in the direction of flow. For convenience assuming l(t) 

as the thickness of LNAPL at the well, if the LNAPL discharge from the well to the 

aquifer, otherwise l(t) is the thickness of LNAPL in the aquifer. Thus l(t) may be written 

as 

l (t) = 




>−−+
≤−−+
0

0
)t(h)t(z)t(h)t(z)t(h

)t(h)t(z)t(h)t(z)t(h

ww

www

ΛΛ
ΛΛ

             (3.41) 

Using the conservation of mass principle for oil in the monitoring well, we have, 

  
L

tH
tKrQ

dt
tdh

r w
fpw

w

∆
∆

==
)(

)(2
)(2 λππ    (3.42) 

Substituting the value of ∆Hw from equation (3.40) in the above equation and rearranging 

  )]()()()([)(
2)( thtzthtzt

L
K

dt
tdhr ww

fpw −−+
∆

= λ    (3.43) 

Substituting zw(t) from (3.37) and collecting terms yields, 

  )]()1()()([)(
2)( thHthtzt

L
K

dt
tdhr wr

fpw ρ−−−+
∆

= λ   (3.44) 
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The above equation is the vertical flow model for LNAPL movement in the 

monitoring well.  In this equation, hw(t) is the unknown LNAPL thickness in the 

monitoring well, z(t), h(t) are known functions of time which can be calculated from 

(3.35) and (3.36) under the transient conditions, λ(t) is defined by (3.41), and all other 

parameters are defined previously.  The equation (3.44) will be solved in the next section. 

 

3.4 Relating Monitoring Well and Unconfined Aquifer Flow Models 
 

In order to relate both models one has to define the initial oil surface in the 

monitoring well.  The initial condition may be written as 

  at  t = 0 hw(t) = hw0      (3.45) 

Substituting the above condition in (3.37) yields 

  Zw(0) + ρrhw0 = H0       (3.46) 

Therefore, we may write 

  Zw(t) – Zw (0) + ρr[hw (t) – hw0] = H – H0     (3.47) 

Now considering the equation (3.44), where z(t), and h(t) are known as functions 

of time which can be calculated from (3.35) and (3.36).  

Considering some critical time tc the oil surface in the well may be equal to that in 

the porous media.  This implies 

∆Hw(tc) = z(tc) + h(tc) – zw(tc) – hw(tc) = 0    (3.48) 
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3.4.1 Rising Water Table Scenario 

After this critical time, the oil surface in the monitoring well will be lower than the 

oil surface in the porous media for t > tc.  In order to solve (3.44) we may define λ(t) as 

l (t) =    






>

≤

c

cw

ttth

ttth

)(

)(
      (3.49) 

Substituting (3.49) into (3.44) and collecting terms yields,  

dt
dhw  + 

Lr
K fp

∆
2 [ ])()( thtzH −− wh  = -

Lr
K fp

∆
2

(1- rρ ) 2
wh    t ≤  tc 

           (3.50) 

dt
dhw  + 

Lr
K fp

∆
2 ( ) wr hth )(1 ρ−  =  -

Lr
K fp

∆
2 [ ])()( thtzH −− h(t)    t > tc  

 

Equation (3.50) can be rewritten as, 

dt
dhw  + p(t)hw + q 2

wh  = 0    t ≤  tc 

           (3.51) 

dt
dhw  + qh(t)hw + p(t)h(t) = 0    t > tc 

 
where q is a constant defined as, 

q = 
Lr

K fp

∆
2 ( )rρ−1        (3.52) 

and p(t) is a known function defined as, 

p(t) = 
Lr

K fp

∆
2 [ ])()( thtzH −−        (3.53) 

The first part in equation (3.51) is a Bernoulli equation.  Letting u = 1/hw yields, 
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dt
du  - p(t)u = q        (3.54) 

which is a linear equation.  The general solution of (3.54) can be given as, 

  u(t) = 
∫
t

dp
0

)(
e

ττ





















+∫
∫−

cd
dp

qe
t

ξ
ττ

ξ

0

0

)(
    (3.55) 

where c is a constant.  Substituting u = 1/hw back into (3.55) yields the general solution as 

hw(t) =  
∫−
t

dp
e 0

)( ττ
















+∫

∫−
−

cd

dp

qe
t

ξ
ττ

ξ

0

0

)(
1

   (3.56) 

Substituting the initial condition hw(0) = h0 yields c = 1/h0.  Thus, equation (3.51) 

can be written as 

  hw(t) =  
∫−
t

dp
e 0

)( ττ
1

0

0

0

)(1
−

















∫
∫−

+ ξ
ττ

d
dp

qe
h

t
ξ

  t ≤  tc  (3.57) 

The second part in equation (3.51) is a linear equation.  The general solution of 

this equation is, 

  hw(t) =  -
∫−
t

dqh
e 0

)( ττ
















+

∫
∫

t

ct

)(
)()( cd
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ehp ct ξ

ττ
ξξ

ξ

  (3.58) 

The initial condition for this equation is, 
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hw(t) = hwc =  
∫−
ct

0
)( ττ dp

e

1

0

0

0

)(1
−
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+
ct
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h
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 for  t = tc (3.59) 

Substituting the initial condition (3.59) into (3.58) yields, 

hw(t) =  
∫−
t

ct
dqh

e
ττ )(
















∫

− ∫
t

ct

)(
)()( ξ

ττ
ξξ

ξ

d
dqh

ehph tc
wc    t > tc (3.60) 

Combining equations (3.57) and (3.60) one may obtain the solution of LNAPL 

thickness in a monitoring well for the rising piezometric head case, 
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 (3.61b) 

where hwc is defined by (3.59). 

 
3.4.2 Declining Water Table Scenario 

As the water table in the unconfined aquifer decreases, the oil surface in the 

monitoring well is expected to be lower than that in the aquifer at least for a certain period 
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of time.  Similar to the previous case, defining tc as the critical time point when ∆Hw (t) 

changes from positive to negative or it may be infinite.  Thus, l(t) can be defined as, 

l(t) =  






>

≤

cw

c

ttth

ttth

)(

)(
       (3.62) 

Substituting (3.62) into (3.44) and collecting terms yields, 

dt
dhw  + 

Lr
K fp

∆
2 ( ) wr hth )(1 ρ−  =  -

Lr
K fp

∆
2 [ ])()( thtzH −− h(t)  t≤ tc 

           (3.63) 

dt
dhw  + 

Lr
K fp

∆
2 [ ])()( thtzH −− wh  = -

Lr
K fp

∆
2

 (1- rρ ) 2
wh   t>tc 

Equation (3.63) can be rewritten as, 

dt
dhw  + qh(t)hw + p(t)h(t) = 0         t≤  tc 

            (3.64) 

dt
dhw  + p(t)hw + q 2

wh  = 0            t>tc 

 

Similar to the solutions given in the previous section, the solution of (3.64) can be 

written as, 
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where hwc is defined by the following equation. 

hwc =  
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   (3.66) 

This completes the solution of both cases of water table fluctuations. Using the 

above theoretical model a computer program was developed in MATLAB-6.5. The flow 

chart and program listing are presented in Appendices-A and B. The computer program 

was later utilized for simulation purposes. Results obtained from the simulation runs are 

discussed in chapter 5 with results and discussion. 

3.5 Assumptions and Limitations of the Developed Model  

It is important to note that the developed model is for an unconfined homogenous 

aquifer and it is valid for a clean (e.g. without any organic matter) and non-reactive 

porous media. Further more, the basic assumptions are  

1) model considers a sharp interface between fluids  

2) model assumes a uniform spilled LNAPL thickness in the porous medium 

3) spilled LNAPL is highly immiscible and its solubility in water is negligible 
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4) possible sources of entrapped fluid are air trapped by water, air trapped by oil, and 

oil trapped by water 

5) model assumes an isothermal system and neglects the effect of temperature on the 

porous medium as well as on the spilled LNAPL. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

PHYSICAL MODELING 

 
 

An experimental study plan was designed to verify the developed mathematical 

model described in chapter 3. The objectives of this study were achieved by designing 

and fabricating a physical model followed by experimental runs, data collection and 

processing. Data obtained from the experimental work were utilized to verify the 

analytical model.  

After careful and detailed analysis of the problem, the work plan was divided into 

two main tasks. In the first task, a detailed literature survey about the physical modelling 

was completed. The object of this task was to reach an optimum design of the 

experimental setup. Relevant past and present studies were reviewed and compiled. This 

study acted as a foundation for this part of the work. In the second task, detailed 

experimental work was performed. The preliminary run was performed to check the 

feasibility and workability of the physical model to be used in the actual experimental 

runs.  

 

4.1 Materials and Methods for Experimental Work 

The laboratory work consisted of three main tasks. In the first task selection and 

acquisition of experimental materials such as sand and LNAPL were completed. In the 
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second stage procurement of plexiglas and fabrication of the experimental setup were 

accomplished. The third task consisted of performing and conducting the experimental 

runs. The following sections discuss the experimental work in detail. 

4.1.1 Materials 

The materials used in the study are porous media, LNAPL, Plexiglas, a pressure 

cell, a pump, and pressure and vacuum gauges and their accessories. Initially, porous 

media, LNAPL, the pressure cell and experimental set up materials were procured. 

Fabrication of the experimental setup and the pressure cell were carried out in parallel 

with the acquisition of porous media and LNAPL properties. Basic porous media and 

LNAPLs properties were determined by literature review and prevalent laboratory 

techniques. 

4.1.1.1 Porous media 

Two types of sand (porous material) were used for the experimental study: 

namely uniform sand and well graded sand. The uniform sand was collected from the 

outskirts of Aziziyah, in the Dhahran area. Sand was selected as the porous medium 

because, 1) it has high permeability as compared to silt and clay; 2) the capillary fringe of 

sand is not high as compared to silt and clay, and 3) it is considered inert material i.e., has 

no chemical interaction with water or LNAPL. The well-graded sand was prepared using 

a blend of different grain sizes available from three sands. Grain sizes in the range of 

ASTM sieve #10, #20, #30 and #40 were sieved from the sand obtained from the Ras 

Tanura area; those in the range of #40, #60 and #80 were sieved from the sand obtained 

from the Bagga area. Both Bagga and Ras Tanura are within 50 km of Dhahran. The 
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grains in the range of # 100, #140 and #200 were sieved using sand available from the 

KFUPM beach on the outskirts of Aziziyah, Dhahran. The sieving was done in the 

Geotechnical Engineering laboratory at KFUPM using mechanical shakers. The blended 

sand can be classified as well-graded sand according to Unified Soil Classification 

System (USCS). The grain size distribution was determined using ASTM-D2487. The 

grain size distribution for both sands is shown in figure 4.1 
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The grain size distribution, porosity (φ), uniformity coefficient (Cu), effective grain size 

(D10) and curvature coefficient (Cc) are presented in table 4.1. 

 
4.1.1.2  LNAPL 

Two types of LNAPL were used in this study: kerosene and diesel. Usually 

contamination potential of such distillates is assumed to be the highest among petroleum 

hydrocarbon fractions (Rubin et al, 1998). Benzene was not used in this study because of 

safety reasons in the laboratory. The interfacial tension and specific gravity of the 

LNAPLs were measured in the Petroleum Engineering Laboratory at KFUPM. Measured 

and published properties of LNAPLs are presented in table 4.2. The Sudan IV (C.I. 

26105, DC Pnreac Quimica), which is a color dye insoluble in water but soluble in 

hydrocarbon, was used to color the LNAPL in order to distinguish the LNAPL from 

water during experimental study. Red colored kerosene, dyed with Sudan IV is shown in 

plate 4.1. 

 
4.1.2 Physical Model Description 

A plexiglas sandbox was fabricated in the central workshop at KFUPM. The setup 

was utilized to simulate the contamination of unconfined sandy aquifer by a leaking 

LNAPL source. Dimensions of the set-up were selected on the basis of cost and 

feasibility of fabrication. In addition, the selected size was expected to be adequate for 

the porous media and the fluids to be used in the experiments.  
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TABLE 4.1. Properties of uniform and well graded sand 
 

Properties Uniform sand Well graded sand 

Color Peach to wheat Peach to sandy brown 

Dry density (g/cm3) 1.68 1.92 

Specific gravity 2.67 2.67 

Porosity φe. 0.37 0.28 

Effective grain size (D10) mm 0.18  0.12 

Uniformity coefficient (Cu) 1.94 5.1 

Curvature coefficient (Cc) 1.15 1.14 

*USCS classification SP SW 

Hydraulic conductivity 

(cm/sec) 

0.02 0.016 

Organic matter ~ 0.0 ~ 0.0 

*Unified Soil Classification System. 



 

 
Plate 4.1   Red colored kerosene dyed with Sudan IV.
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TABLE 4.2. Properties of kerosene oil and diesel fuel 

Properties Kerosene Diesel fuel 

Color Colorless  Colorless to light straw 

API number 43 32 

* (MSDS) U1080 U7770 

Specific gravity 0.80 0.875 

Viscosity (cP ) at 68°C 2.1 4.1 

Flash Point (°C) 65 37.8 

Auto-ignition 

Temperature (°C) 

220 256.7 

Interfacial tension 

(dynes/cm), at 22.5 °C  

  

            LNAPL-water 40.9 26.6 

            LNAPL-air 29.92 26.3 

            Air-water 70.9 70.9 

Solubility in water Very low Very low 

* Material Safety Data Sheet  
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           The height and width of the sandbox were 1220 mm and 2000 mm, respectively. 

In order to simulate a two-dimensional section of an unconfined sandy aquifer, effective 

thickness of the sandbox was kept as 250 mm. Two water sumps were provided at both 

ends of sandbox having a cross-sectional area of 200 mm x 250 mm (as shown in figure 

4.2) to provide water in order to simulate the water table fluctuations in the aquifer. 

Pumps and other accessories were also provided to control the water table movement. 

Seven semi-circular monitoring wells, having a diameter of 25 mm, were installed 

inside the sand box. These monitoring wells were fully screened by a # 100 opening steel 

mesh. Similarly sixteen piezometers were also installed to monitor the water table 

position at an elevation of 30 mm to 80 mm from the base of the sand box. A schematic 

illustration of the setup is presented in figure 4.2  and the complete setup is shown in 

plate 4.2. 

Three oil spill tanks of 500 mm x 250 mm having a depth of 100 mm were 

fabricated for the sandbox and placed at the top of the sandbox as shown in plate 4.2. 

Uniformly spaced perforation was provided at the base of each spill tank to ensure aerial 

distribution of the LNAPL inside the sandbox. 

 

4.1.3 Fabrication of Pressure Cell 

A pressure cell setup was required to generate saturation pressure data for the 

determination of non-wetting fluid entrapped saturations. This data was required as input 

for developed computer model to perform computer simulations. The pressure cell setup  
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. 
Plate 4.2   Complete experimental set-up used in physical modeling
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Plate 4.3  Pressure cell set-up with accessories. 
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shown in plate 4.3 was fabricated in the Geotechnical and Environmental Engineering 

laboratories of the Civil Engineering Department at KFUPM. A simplified schematic of 

the pressure cell is illustrated in figure 4.3 and the complete setup of the pressure cell 

with accessories is illustrated in figure 4.4. 

 
4.1.4 Experimental Procedure 

In order to validate the theoretical model, detailed experimental studies were 

conducted. The experimental procedure consisted of a preliminary run and the main 

experimental study. The details of the experimental program are described below.  

 
4.1.4.1 Preliminary experimental run 

In the preliminary run, four main points were considered: First, the extent, if any, 

of leakage from the sandbox; second, volume of spillage of LNAPL required for a run; 

third whether modifications in the setup were required; and, finally, to identify 

operational problems that might be encountered during the main study. 

The preliminary run began by filling the sandbox with the uniform sand using a 

pulviation technique. A total mass of 924 kg of sand was pulviated into the sand box to 

approximate the natural conditions in the aquifer. The dry sand was then saturated by 

raising the water table and flooding the sand with water. This was done to remove the 

entrapped air from the sand, and subsequently to maintain a water table at an elevation of 

30 cm above the base of the sandbox. Leaks were discovered and sealed using epoxy 

until the setup was found to be leak free.  
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          Once the quasi-static moisture distribution in the soil was achieved (which took 

about 10 days) diesel dyed with Sudan IV was released into the sand box. In the first day 

10000 ml of diesel was released into the sandbox and at the end of 24 hours 4000 ml/day 

of diesel was released every day for three more days. A total of 22000 ml of diesel was 

released through the spill tanks were which provided at the top of the sandbox. The 

movement of the clearly visible red colored plume of LNAPL was monitored. The plume 

continued to move downwards and after a period of about two weeks from the beginning 

of the spill, the diesel appeared in one of the monitoring wells (plate 4.4) and within one 

hour it appeared in all other monitoring wells. The volume of the diesel held in the 

sandbox before appearing in the monitoring wells gave a conservative estimate of the 

critical volume below which the diesel existed at only a negative pressure in the porous 

media and would not be observed in the monitoring wells. The diesel level in the 

monitoring wells equilibrated within 10 days. The main experimental program started as 

soon as the preliminary run was over. Plate 4.5 and 4.6 show the preparation stages for 

the main runs. 
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Plate 4.4   Diesel thickness in the monitoring well, appearing after 

        spill of critical volume in porous media. 
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Plate 4.5   Preparation stage for main runs. 
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Plate 4.6   Experimental set-up with spill containers. 
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4.1.4.2   Main experimental runs 

As two types of sand and two types of LNAPLs were used in the experimental 

study, four main experimental runs were performed. In the first run, uniform sand was 

used as the porous medium and diesel as the LNAPL and in the second run kerosene was 

used as the LNAPL with the same porous medium. Similarly, in third and fourth runs 

well-graded sand was used with diesel and kerosene, respectively.  

The preliminary run helped a lot in the conduct of the main experimental runs. 

For the main experimental run, the setup was first cleaned and washed. The sandbox was 

then filled with uniform sand, up to the effective height of 1100 mm, using a pulviation 

technique. Once the sandbox was filled with uniform sand, it was gradually saturated by 

providing water from water sumps. Flow was controlled with the help of a pump with 

water flowing in an upward manner through the bottom openings as shown in figure 4.2. 

Subsequently, the water was drained from the sand and the water level was kept at 30 cm 

above the base of the sandbox.  

After 10 days when quasi-static equilibrium had been reached, a diesel spill was 

initiated into the sandbox. On the basis of preliminary run experience an initial volume of 

diesel was released at the top of sand into the sandbox. The system was then allowed to 

equilibrate for 10 to 15 days. During this period the diesel plume (dyed with Sudan IV) 

moved laterally as well as vertically. If at any time during the initial spill the diesel 

appeared in any of the monitoring wells, the system was allowed to reach equilibrium for 

at least 10 days. However, if diesel did not appeared in any well at the end of this period, 

an additional volume of 3000 ml of diesel was spilled until the diesel appeared in one of 
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the monitoring wells. This volume of the diesel was noted as the critical volume below 

which the diesel existed at only a negative pressure in the porous medium and was not 

expected to appear in the monitoring wells. Once the quasi-static equilibrium had been 

reached, the quantity of diesel in to the porous medium and in the monitoring wells was 

noted. Subsequently, a known volume of LNAPL was spilled and again the same data 

was collected. In the case of the fluctuating water table study, the water table varied with 

the help of a pump while observing a controlled flow rate, and changes in the LNAPL 

thickness in the monitoring well corresponding to the water table fluctuation were noted. 

Five to six observation points were generated for the LNAPL thickness in the monitoring 

well and the corresponding water table position. At the end, a further 3000 ml of diesel 

was spilled out and the same procedure was repeated to get above specified observation 

points. 

The same procedure was used for the other three main experimental runs. Each 

run took approximately 70 to 85 days which is the time from the initial LNAPL spill to 

the last observation made in the sandbox. The results of the four main runs, obtained with 

the help of the physical model and simulation results obtained from the theoretical model, 

are discussed in the next chapter. 

 
4.1.5 Two Phase Retention Data Measurements 

Two phase (air-water; air-oil; and oil-water) saturation-capillary pressure data 

points were required for the theoretical model simulation. Definitions of these required 

parameters are depicted in figure 4.5. These saturation-capillary pressure data points were 

generated in the laboratory with the help of the pressure cell. The cell was initially filled 
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with sand, as homogenous as possible, before the system was sealed using o-rings and 

pressure generated by the bolt connectors. The porosity values were determined using the 

weight of the cell with and without sand. 

A vacuum/pressure gauge was attached to the top of the cell to measure the water 

pressure within the cell. A port at the bottom of the cell fitted with a fine porous ceramic 

disc was attached to a length of flexible tubing and a burette. During the experiment a 

pinhole was open to the atmosphere to allow the air to freely move into or out of the cell 

in response to a change in water pressure. The top of the burette was covered with a cap 

having only a pinhole in it to allow for the movement of air and reduce potential 

evaporation.  

To generate saturation-water pressure data points, the flexible tubing joining the 

cell and burette was fed through a peristaltic pump. The tubing was used to pump water 

into and out of the cell. At each stage of the experiment, the volumes and pressure were 

recorded to generate the imbibition and drainage curves. During the entire experiment, a 

control was established to monitor evaporation losses. 

In the case of the oil-water system, the cell was initially flushed with CO2 for 5 

minutes prior to cell saturation. This was done to eliminate air being entrapped in the 

water phase during filling, as CO2 is more readily dissolved in water. A minimum of 

three pore volumes of water was passed through the cell prior to initiating the 

experiment. 
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4.2 Problems Encountered During Physical Modeling 

During the course of the experimental work several problems were encountered. It 

is worthwhile mentioning them here as follow:  

•  At the end of the last runs several minor leaks appeared in the sandbox. 

Waterproof epoxy was utilized to stop the leaks. However, careful monitoring 

was done to avoid any loss of fluid from the system. 

•  Some hydrocarbon entered the water sump during the preliminary run (plate 

4.7). It happened when the water table decreased below 30 cm (datum) 

accidentally.  

•  Kerosene and diesel are acting solvents and gradually degrade silicone sealant 

(plate 4.8). Therefore, after each run the setup was cleaned and sealed again 

with glue in order to avoid any leak during the experimental stage. 

•  It was difficult to handle a huge setup especially during cleaning and 

replacement of porous media. 

•  After each run a significant amount of waste material needed to be dumped. 

This part of experimental study was exhaustive and required great effort and a 

lot of time. 
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Plate 4.7 Accidental entrance of LNAPL into the water sump during 

preliminary run. 
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Plate 4.8  Degradation of Silicone Sealant with the Contact of LNAPL.
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CHAPTER 5 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
 This chapter discusses the results obtained from the experimental program as well 

as the results obtained from simulations utilizing the mathematical model presented in 

chapter 3. Validation and verification of the model were performed by comparing the 

simulated results with the experimental results. Comparison was also made with the 

results obtained from a wide variety of models available in the literature. The 

mathematical model was tested and verified for static as well as for fluctuating water 

table conditions. As the preliminary run was performed to test the setup for the main run, 

only the results obtained during the main runs are discussed here.  

 The main experimental program consists of the following four runs: 

1. Uniform porous medium with diesel contamination. 

2. Uniform porous medium with kerosene contamination. 

3. Well-graded porous medium with diesel contamination. 

4. Well-graded porous medium with kerosene contamination. 

 Oil, kerosene, diesel, and hydrocarbon will be used synonymously in further 

discussion. Detailed discussion on the results from each study is presented in the 

following sections. 
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5.1 Uniform Porous Medium with Diesel Contamination 

 The sandbox filled with the uniform sand was gradually saturated by supplying 

water from the water sump. Water was supplied through the bottom openings to minimize 

the entrapment of air within the porous medium. Subsequently, the water was drained 

from the sand until the water level reached a point 300 mm above the base of the 

sandbox. Later, this height represented the initial groundwater elevation. The sand box 

was left idle until the quasi-static equilibrium had been reached. The system approached 

the quasi-static equilibrium after 10 days. 

 On the basis of the preliminary run, an initial volume of 20000 ml of dyed diesel 

was released into the sandbox. Plate 5.1 presents the intial spill of hydrocarbon into the 

uniform sand. Red colored hydrocarbon is clearly visible in the plate. The system was 

then allowed to reach quasi-static equilibrium for 12 days. After two weeks, an additional 

volume of 1000 ml was released. During the development of a saturated hydrocarbon 

fringe, no hydrocarbon was observed to flow into the well. The process continued until 

diesel appeared in one of the monitoring wells. After the development of a saturated 

hydrocarbon fringe the excess hydrocarbon started to drain into the well. Within one 

hour, the red coloured diesel appeared in all seven monitoring wells. The critical volume 

noted for the system was 24000 ml. Clearly visible red colored hydrocarbon thickness in 

monitoring wells is shown in plate 5.2. 
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Plate 5.1  Initial hydrocarbon  spill in the porous media. 
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Plate 5.2 Hydrocarbon thickness in monitoring wells. 
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5.1.1 Data Based on Static Water Table Conditions 

 Once the diesel appeared in the monitoring wells, the change in the water table 

elevation, and the quantity of diesel in the porous medium and in the monitoring well 

were noted.  

 An additional volume of diesel was spilled incrementally and the system was 

allowed to reach quasi-static equilibrium. Subsequently, the above stated data were 

collected every time. 

 A graph plotting specific spilled volume versus thickness of diesel in all seven 

monitoring wells is presented in figure 5.1. It can be seen in the graph that the critical 

spilled volume of diesel for the uniform sand is 4.8 cm. Figure 5.1 also shows that with 

the increase in the volume of spilled diesel in the porous medium diesel thickness in the 

monitoring wells increased. However, the thickness of diesel in the monitoring wells 

varied. Although the difference is small, with levels in most of the wells stabilizing 

within two weeks, it seems that more time is required to attain representative equilibrium 

conditions and to stabilize the levels in the wells. In addition, some inherent spatial 

heterogeneity within the sand may cause this effect. Figure 5.1 also shows the graph of 

specific spilled volume versus average thickness of diesel in monitoring wells. It can be 

seen from the graph that the average thickness of diesel in monitoring wells does not 

differ significantly (with maximum standard deviation of 1.29). Therefore, the average 

thickness of hydrocarbon in the monitoring wells may be used as a representative 

estimate of hydrocarbon thickness for further analysis and comparative studies. Figure 

5.1 shows that the graph can be divided in two segments. The first segment, at lower 
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spilled volumes, when the rate of increase of diesel thickness in the monitoring wells is 

higher and the second segment, at higher spilled volumes, when the rate of increase is 

low. Some researchers (Ballestero et al. 1993; Bashir 1997; and Charbeneau et al. 2000) 

reported similar results. This behavior of the curve may be attributed to some sort of 

steady state condition achieved within the system at higher spilled volumes.  

 In order to verify the mathematical model developed in this study, simulations 

were performed and results were obtained for comparison purposes. Data were generated 

for both static and fluctuating water table conditions. In the following sections both 

scenarios are discussed in detail. 

5.1.1.1 Verification of mathematical model for hydrostatic conditions 

 Simulations, based on static water table conditions, were performed to check the 

capability of the model to predict the relation between spilled diesel in a porous media 

and its thickness in monitoring wells. 

 Uniform porous medium and diesel properties presented in table 4.1 and 4.2 were 

used as model input. Similarly, to strengthen the verification, different available 

empirical and analytical models reported in the literature were used in the comparison. 

The models which were used for comparison with the experimental results and the 

developed mathematical model are those of: DePastrovich et al. (1979), Black and Hall 

(1984), Hall et al. (1984), Schiegg (1985), Farr et al. (1990), and Ballestero et al.  (1994). 
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The actual measurements of x and ha were used to indicate the validity of the equations 

having the parameters of the Black and Hall (1984) model, where x is the interface 

distance below groundwater table within well and ha is the free product distance to the 

groundwater table within the porous media. All relevant parameters required in the 

models were obtained for the present case, namely uniform sand as a porous medium and 

diesel as hydrocarbon contamination for comparison purposes. The same properties of 

sand and diesel were used to calculate the predicted diesel thickness in the monitoring 

well as a function of spilled diesel in the porous medium. The comparison of the 

experimental results with the results predicted by different empirical, analytical and 

mathematical models is presented in table 5.1. Pictorial comparison of results is presented 

in figure 5.2. 

 It can be seen from table 5.1 and figure 5.2 that the predictions made by the 

methods of dePastrovich et al. (1979), Black and Hall (1984), and the mathematical 

model developed in the present study are close to the experimental results. However, 

errors in these studies are in the range of 3.4 to 17.6%, 7.1 to 51.5% and 5.8 to 10.7% 

respectively. The comparative study shows that the predictions obtained from the 

developed mathematical model, which is based on well-established theoretical relations 

and laws, are very close and the standard deviation ranges between 0.1 and 11.5. A 

comparison was also made by calculating the average percentage error in the predictions 

and is presented in table 5.1. The developed theoretical model was found to be the best 

predictor of diesel thickness in the monitoring wells with a percentage error of 5.8 to 

10.7% (average 7.18%). 
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5.1.2 Data Based on Fluctuating Water Table Conditions 

 In order to assess the relationship between spilled hydrocarbon volume and its 

thickness in the monitoring well with water table fluctuations, data was collected with 

water table fluctuating conditions. In the experimental study the water table elevation was 

changed (increased and decreased) in gradual increments from the initial level of 30 cm. 

With each water table elevation, data of spilled diesel in the porous medium and in the 

monitoring well were collected along with the depth of diesel/water and diesel/air 

interfaces.  

 In the rising water table scenario, the water table varied from 30 cm to 70 cm with 

an increment of 10 cm. Similarly, for the falling water table scenario, the water table was 

decreased from 70 cm to 30 cm with a decrease of 10 cm. 

5.1.2.1 Verification of mathematical model for fluctuating water table conditions 

 Computer simulations were performed to obtain the model predictions based on 

dynamic water table conditions. A step of 5 cm (change in the water table elevation) was 

used to perform water table rising and falling simulations. It is to be noted that at the 

highest and lowest water table elevation regions a step of 1 cm was used to get a clearer 

picture at the reversal points. Experimental results obtained during the first run under 

fluctuating water table conditions were utilised for comparison with the simulation 

results. Figure 5.3 presents the comparison of the experimental and predicted results 

obtained under fluctuating water table conditions. It can be seen from the figure that the 

model over-predicted the diesel thickness in the monitoring wells at the low water table 
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region (maximum deviation is 85.1%). It is also obvious that the falling water table 

scenario predictions are much closer as compared to the rising water table scenario. 

However, at the higher water table region model predictions (based on rising and falling 

water table scenarios) are in close agreement with the experimental results (maximum 

deviation is 16.2%). Some of the differences may be accounted for by measurement error, 

non-equilibrium or experimental technique problems and heterogeneity effects. 

 Considering the shape of the curves at the higher water table region it can be seen 

that  at the reversal point (i.e. historically maximum water table value) a slight decrease 

in the water table causes a sudden increase in diesel thickness in the monitoring well. 

This prediction is consistent with the field observations reported by several researchers in 

the past (Kemblowski and Chiang, 1990; Ballestero et al. 1994; Marinelli and Durnford 

(1996). Marinelli and Durnford reported that for a relatively large rise in water table 

elevation, complete entrapment is expected to cause a dramatic disappearance of LNAPL  

in a well. When the water table falls, substantial thicknesses of LNAPL can suddenly 

appear in the well.  

 Results show that as the water table rises, an increasingly large proportion of the 

entrapped hydrocarbon and the hydrocarbon which can flow (the mobile phase) 

decreases. These simulation results also suggest that the amount of hydrocarbon which 

can be removed from the soil is at its maximum when the water table elevation is at its 

historically low value (water table elevation < 30 cm). Similarly one can see from figure 

5.3 that as the water table rises, a point can be reached where all the mobile phase 

hydrocarbons may become entrapped (water table elevation > 70 cm). 
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5.2 Uniform Porous Medium with Kerosene Contamination 

 In the second run, similar to the first run, the sandbox was filled with uniform 

sand, saturated with water and subsequently drained up to the water level at 30 cm above 

the base of the sandbox. Afterwards the sand box was allowed to reach the quasi-static 

equilibrium for 10 days. 

 An initial volume of 20000 ml of dyed kerosene was released into the sandbox. 

The system was then allowed to reach quasi-static equilibrium for 12 days. After 12 days 

an additional volume of 500 ml was released. The process continued until kerosene 

appeared in one of the monitoring wells. Once the coloured kerosene appeared in all 

seven monitoring wells the critical volume was then noted. The critical volume for this 

run was found to be equal to 21500 ml. 

5.2.1 Data Based on Static Water Table Conditions 

 A graph of specific spilled volume versus average thickness of kerosene in the 

monitoring wells is presented in figure 5.4. It can be seen in the graph that the critical 

spilled volume of kerosene for uniform sand is 4.3 cm. It can be seen that with the 

increase in spilled volume of kerosene in the porous medium, kerosene thickness in the 

monitoring wells also increases. However, the rate of increase slowed when the kerosene  

thickness in the monitoring well reached 40 cm. Similar to the results of previous run, 

Figure 5.4 clearly shows two distinct segments. The first segment, at lower spilled 

volumes, when the rate of increase of kerosene thickness in monitoring wells is higher 

(up to the kerosene thickness of 40 cm) and the second segment, at higher spilled 

volumes, when the rate of increase is low and the slope is steep. By comparing the graphs 
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of figure 5.1 and figure 5.4, it can be seen that the point of inflection (at which slope 

changes from temperate to steeper) is reached earlier in the case of diesel which has a 

higher specific gravity than kerosene (0.875 versus 0.8). 

 
5.2.1.1 Verification of mathematical model for hydrostatic conditions 

 In order to perform the simulations, uniform porous medium and kerosene 

properties, presented in table 5.1 and 5.2, were used as model input. Verification of the 

mathematical model was also done by comparing the simulation results with different 

empirical and analytical models mentioned in section 5.1.1.1. The comparison of the 

experimental results with the results predicted by different empirical, analytical and 

mathematical models is presented in table 5.2. and in figure 5.5. 

 Table 5.2 and figure 5. show that the predictions made by the methods of Black 

and Hall (1984), dePastrovich et al. (1979), and the mathematical model developed in the 

present study are close to the experimental results. However, errors in these studies are in 

the range of 0.2 to 44.9%, 7.6 to 24.9% and 3.7 to 19.7% respectively. Comparison 

shows that the predictions obtained from the developed mathematical model are very 

close and the standard deviation ranges from 0.4 to 5.5. Comparison based on calculated 

average percentage error shows that the developed theoretical model was found to be the 

best predictor of kerosene thickness in the monitoring wells with a percentage error of 3.7 

to 19.7% (average 7.77%). 
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5.2.2 Data Based on Fluctuating Water Table Conditions 

 In the second run, data of kerosene thickness in the monitoring wells and in the 

porous medium were collected with the water table fluctuating conditions. As with the 

first run, the water table elevation was changed (increased and decreased) in gradual 

increments of 10 cm from the initial level of 30 cm. With each water table elevation, data 

of spilled kerosene in the porous medium in the monitoring well along with the depth of 

kerosene/water and kerosene/air interfaces were collected. The same procedure was 

adopted to get the falling water table data. 

 
5.2.2.1 Verification of mathematical model for fluctuating water table conditions 

 Computer simulations were performed to obtain the predicted results of kerosene 

thickness in the monitoring well based on fluctuating water table conditions. The water 

table elevation varied in steps of 1 to 5 cm for both falling and rising water table 

scenarios. Simulation results obtained were compared with the experimental results 

obtained during the second experimental run. A comparison of the experimental results 

and model predictions are presented in figure 5.6. It is seen from figure 5.6 that the model 

overpredicted the results at high water table region (maximum deviation 47.2%). 

However, at low water table region model predictions (based on rising and falling water 

table scenarios) are in close agreement with the experimental results (maximum deviation 

7.9%). Reasons for differences in the results could be measurement error or and 

heterogeneity. It may also be possible that the system may not have reached quasi-static 
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equilibrium when the reading was taken. However, the preliminary run showed that 10 to 

12 days were enough for the system to reach quasi-static equilibrium. 

 

5.3 Well-Graded Porous Medium with Diesel Contamination 

 In the third run, the sandbox was filled with well-graded sand, saturated with 

water and subsequently drained up to the water level at 30 cm above the base of the 

sandbox. The sand box was then allowed to reach the quasi-static equilibrium for 10 

days. 

 In this run, an initial volume of 20000 ml of dyed diesel was released into the 

sandbox following quasi-static equilibrium achievement. The system was then allowed to 

reach quasi-static equilibrium for 12 days. Subsequently an additional volume of 500 ml 

was released. The process continued until diesel appeared in one of the monitoring wells. 

Once the coloured diesel appeared in all seven monitoring wells, the critical volume was 

noted. The critical volume for this run was found to be equal to 20750 ml.  

 

5.3.1 Data Based on Static Water Table Conditions 

 Data of specific spilled volume and corresponding hydrocarbon thickness in all 

monitoring wells for the third run are presented in figure 5.7. It is seen that the critical 

spilled volume of diesel for well-graded sand is 4.15 cm. Figure 5.7 also shows that with 
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the increase in volume of spilled diesel in the porous medium, the thickness of diesel in 

the monitoring wells also increased. It is important to note that unlike the first and second 

runs, which had uniform soil as porous medium, well-graded sand does not show two 

distinct segments in the plot. This could be attributed to the high capillary fringe 

available for well-graded sand as compared to uniform sand. 

5.3.1.1 Verification of mathematical model for hydrostatic conditions 

 Once again, simulations based on static water table conditions were performed to 

get the predicted results for comparison. Predicted results were compared with the 

measured as well as with different empirical and analytical models mentioned in section 

5.1.1.1.  

 Comparison of the experimental results with the results predicted by different 

empirical, analytical and mathematical models is presented in table 5.3. A graphical 

comparison of results is also presented in figure 5.8.  

 It is clear from table 5.3 and figure 5.8 that the predictions made by the methods 

of dePastrovich et al. (1979), and the mathematical model developed in the present study 

are close to the experimental results. However, errors in both studies are in the range of 

1.9 to 15.5% and 0.6 to 6.1% respectively. Comparison shows that the predictions 

obtained from the developed mathematical model are very close with a standard deviation 

of 0.1 to 1.4. On the basis of average percentage error, the developed theoretical model 

was found to be the best predictor of diesel thickness in the monitoring wells with a 

percentage error of 0.6 to 6.1% (average 2.44%). 
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5.3.2 Data Based on Fluctuating Water Table Conditions 

 In order to verify the model for fluctuating water table conditions data of water 

table elevation and the corresponding diesel thickness in the monitoring well were 

collected. As with the previous runs, water table elevation was changed (increased and 

decreased) in 5 cm increments and all relevant data were collected. 

5.3.2.1 Verification of mathematical model for fluctuating water table conditions 

 A comparison of the simulation results with the experimental results for the third 

run is presented in figure 5.9. It can be seen from figure 5.9 that the model predictions are 

higher than the experimental results at low water table region (maximum deviation 

70.3%). However, at higher water table regions the model predictions (based on rising 

and falling water table scenarios) are comparable with the experimental results. The 

maximum deviation observed is 6.4 It is clear from figure 5.3, 5.6, and 5.9 that the model 

predictions are much better in lower water table region for less denser hydrocarbons (e.g. 

kerosene) while model predictions are in close agreement at a higher water table region 

for denser hydrocarbons (e.g. diesel). 
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5.4 Well-Graded Porous Medium with Kerosene Contamination. 

 In the fourth and last run, the sandbox was again filled with fresh well-graded 

sand, saturated with water and subsequently drained up to the water level of 30 cm above 

the datum. After draining, the sandbox was allowed to reach the quasi-static equilibrium 

for 10 days. Following (the quasi-static equilibrium) achievement of this state, an initial 

volume of 18500 ml of dyed kerosene was released into the sandbox. The system was 

agin left for 12 days to allow it to reach quasi-static equilibrium (for 12 days). After two 

weeks an additional volume of 500 ml was released. This process continued until the 

coloured kerosene appeared in all monitoring wells and then the critical volume was 

noted. The critical volume for this run was found to be 19500 ml. 

 
5.4.1 Data Based on Static Water Table Conditions 

 A graph plotting of specific spilled volume versus average thickness of kerosene 

in the monitoring wells is presented in figure 5.10. It may be seen that the critical spilled 

volume of kerosene for well-graded sand is 3.9 cm. Figure 5.10 shows that with the 

increase in spilled volume of kerosene in the porous medium, kerosene thickness in the 

monitoring wells also increased. However, as with the third run (well-graded sand as the 

porous medium) but unlike the first and second runs (uniform soil as the porous medium) 

well-graded sand does not show two distinct segments in the graph. By comparing figures 

5.1, 5.4, 5.7, and 5.10 it can be concluded that the general shape of the first two curves is 

similar, showing two distinct segments,  while the  last  two  curves  show  similar  single 
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curves. Furthermore, in the case of well-graded sand, hydrocarbon thickness in the 

monitoring wells increases at nearly a constant rate. However, the dependency of the rate 

of hydrocarbon thickness increase in the monitoring wells needs further investigation. 

5.4.1.1 Verification of mathematical model for hydrostatic conditions 

 The comparison of experimental results based on hydrostatic conditions with the 

results predicted by different empirical, analytical and mathematical models is presented 

in table 5.4. and figure 5.11. As with the last three runs, figure 5.11 enables us to 

compare the pattern of the predictions visually. Predictions made by the methods of 

Black and Hall (1984), dePastrovich et al. (1979), Schiegg (1985), and the mathematical 

model developed in the present study are close to the experimental results. However, 

errors in these studies are in the range of 11.5 to 36.2%, 7.5 to 33.1%, 15.1 to 59.2% and 

1.6 to 10.0% respectively Comparison shows that the predictions obtained from the 

developed mathematical model are very close to the standard deviation of 0.8 to 3.0. 

Comparison based on average percentage error (table 5.4) shows that the developed 

theoretical model was found to be the best predictor of kerosene thickness in the 

monitoring wells with a percentage error of 1.6 to 10.0 (average 5.64%). However, the 

predictions of Black and Hall (1984) are also in close agreement with an average 

percentage error of 17.36%. 

5.4.2 Data Based on Fluctuating Water Table Conditions 

 In the last and fourth run, data of kerosene thickness in the monitoring wells and 

in the porous medium was collected with the water table fluctuating conditions again.  
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As with the first run, water table elevation was changed (increased and decreased) in 

gradual increments of 10 cm from the initial level of 30 cm. With each water table 

elevation, data of spilled kerosene in the porous medium, in the monitoring well along 

with the depth of kerosene/water and kerosene/air interfaces, were collected. The same 

procedure was adopted to get the falling water table data. 

5.4.2.1 Verification of mathematical model for fluctuating water table conditions 

 It may be seen from figure 5.12 that the model predictions deviate from 

experimental results at the high water table region and over-predicts the results by up to 

43.4%. However, at low water table region model predictions (based on rising and falling 

water table scenarios) are in close agreement with the experimental results (maximum 

deviation 6.7%). Reasons for differences in the results are similar to those discussed in 

section 5.2.2.1.  

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

 In order to examine the sensitivity of the developed model with the porous media 

and LNAPL properties a simple sensitivity analysis was performed. One parameter from 

each porous medium and LNAPL properties was selected and tested for model 

sensitivity. Sand porosity was selected to see how sensitive the model predictions are to 

this porous medium property. Similarly, to see the sensitivity of model predictions with 

the LNAPL properties, the  density of LNAPL was used. 
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5.5.1 Simulation Procedure 

 Sensitivity analysis is used to ascertain how tested model output depends upon 

certain parameters. This is an important method for checking the quality of a given 

model, as well as a powerful tool for checking the robustness and reliability of its 

analysis (Saltelli et al., 2000). Therefore, the sensitivity of the developed model 

predictions was tested by using data of the first run. The simulations carried out for the 

first run were considered as he base case for comparison purposes. All the input data used 

in the first run was kept as it is and only selected parameters were varied to see the effect 

of variation of selected parameter on model LNAPL thickness predictions. 

5.5.1.1 Effect of sand porosity 

 In the base case, minimum and maximum porosity of sand was used as 0.31 and 

0.41, respectively. These porosity values correspond to the maximum and minimum dry 

density values of uniform sand determined in the Geotechnical Engineering laboratory at 

KFUPM. The sensitivity of developed model predictions with the sand porosity is 

presented in figure 5.13. It is clear that the predicted LNAPL thickness varied slightly 

from each other. The effect of varying sand porosity is apparent only at intermediate 

values of LNAPL thickness. Curves of minimum and maximum porosity remain within 

the range of 9.4% of the base case which has a porosity input value of 0.37. Furthermore, 

the three curves tend to merge in both low and high water table regions. 
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5.5.1.2 Effect of LNAPL Density 

 Similar to previous sensitivity analysis, expected minimum and maximum density 

of LNAPL  were used as 0.7 and 0.95, respectively. The sensitivity of developed model 

predictions with the LNAPL density is presented in figure 5. 14. It is seen that the 

predicted LNAPL thickness varied slightly from each other. The effect of varying 

LNAPL density is apparent only at lower and intermediate values of LNAPL thickness. 

Curves of the minimum and the maximum dry densities remain within the range of 7.4% 

of the base case which has LNAPL density input value of 0.875. In addition, all curves 

tend to merge at higher water table region. 

 If a model predictions are sensitive to one of its input elements it is usually 

required to further calibrate the model (DEQ, 2005). The above analysis shows that the 

developed model is not very sensitive to sand porosity and LNAPL density. Furthermore, 

this analysis shows that there is no need to put great effort into determining these 

parameters in the laboratory in a very accurate manner which makes the use of the model 

more attractive. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

6.1 Summary 

 The quantification of spilled hydrocarbon has primary importance when carrying 

out the remediation work. In most cases, water-table elevations and hydrocarbon 

thickness are the primary field data, which is available in almost every field and may be 

used to evaluate the extent of hydrocarbon contamination. Different analytical and 

quantitative methods have been developed for spilled hydrocarbon estimates under 

constant water table conditions. However, because of uncertainty about the measurement 

of hydrocarbon thickness in the monitoring wells, there has been a marked paucity of 

research into fluctuating water table conditions. 

 The objective of this study was to assess the relationship between spilled 

hydrocarbon volume and its thickness in the monitoring well considering the history of 

fluctuation of the water table. In order to achieve the objectives, a mathematical model 

was developed which incorporates the aquifer hydrostatics and porous media properties. 

The developed model describes the relationship between spilled hydrocarbon in a porous 

media and its thickness in the monitoring wells. To obtain a better estimate of spilled 

hydrocarbon volume, water table fluctuation history, hysteresis and entrapment were 

incorporated. 
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 An experimental setup was utilized to obtain data on hydrocarbon product 

thickness under the influence of water table fluctuation. The data obtained from the study 

were used to validate the mathematical model. Simulation results were compared with the 

experimental data as well as results reported in the literature. 

 In the laboratory study four experimental runs were performed. In the first run 

diesel and uniform sand were used and in the second run kerosene with the uniform sand 

were used. Similarly in the third and fourth runs well-graded sand was used with diesel 

and kerosene, respectively. 

 After the hydrocarbon spill was initiated, the critical spilled volumes for all four 

runs were noted as 4.8, 4.3, 4.15, and 3.9 cm3/cm2, respectively. Plots of specific spilled 

volume as a function of measured hydrocarbon thickness in uniform sand shows that the 

curve can be divided in two segments. The first segment, at lower spilled volumes, is 

when the rate of increase of hydrocarbon thickness in the monitoring well is higher and 

the second segment, at higher spilled volumes, is when the rate of increase is low. Unlike 

uniform sand, well-graded sand does not show two distinct segments in the curve but 

instead only one segment was clearly observed. 

 Comparison of the experimental results based on hydrostatic conditions with the 

results predicted by different empirical, analytical, and mathematical models was also 

performed. Models developed by Black and Hall (1984) and DePastrovich et al. (1979) 

are in good agreement with the experimental results. However, comparison on the basis 

of percentage error shows that the developed mathematical model is the best predictor in 
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all four cases (with percentage error of 5.8 to 10.7%, 3.7 to 19.7%, 0.6 to 6.1%, and 1.6 

to 10.0% respectively). 

 In order to assess the relationship between spilled hydrocarbon and its thickness 

in monitoring wells with the consideration of water table fluctuations, experimental data 

was collected for all four cases. The model capability was validated by comparing the 

simulation results with the experimental results. In the first run the model overpredicted 

the results by up to 85.1% in the low water table elevation region. However, at higher 

water table elevation region, the model predictions are in close agreement with the 

experimental results (maximum 16.2%). Similarly, the second run model overpredicted 

the results with a maximum value of 47.2% and 7.9% at higher and lower water table 

elevation regions, respectively. In the third and fourth run, where well-graded sand was 

used, the model over predicted the results up to 70.3% and 43.4% in higher water table 

elevation region, respectively. However, model predictions are comparable with the 

experimental results in the low water table elevation region. The maximum over 

prediction of the model results are 6.4% and 6.7% in low water table elevation regions 

respectively. 

 A simple sensitivity analysis was performed in order to test the robustness and 

reliability of the developed model. Therefore, one parameter from each porous medium 

and the LNAPL properties was selected (sand porosity and LNAPL density) and tested 

for model sensitivity. It was found that the developed model is not very sensitive to sand 

porosity and LNAPL density. This analysis shows that the model is more reliable in use. 
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6.2 Conclusions 

The following are the specific conclusions that have been drawn from the results 

of the model simulations and the experimental study: 

1. Hydrocarbon/groundwater interface fluctuations correlate inversely with the 

hydrocarbon thickness in monitoring wells (i.e. as the interface in the well rises, the 

hydrocarbon thickness decreases, and vice versa). 

2. The experimental and the simulation results show that the amount of hydrocarbon in a 

monitoring well is maximum when the water table elevation is at its historically low 

value. Similarly, as the water table rises, a point may be reached at which there will 

be no hydrocarbon present in the monitoring well. 

3. The experimental observation shows that the hydrocarbon and water coexist in the 

porous media adjacent to the monitoring well from the hydrocarbon/water interface to 

the hydrocarbon/air interface. Furthermore, during the development of a saturated 

hydrocarbon fringe, no hydrocarbons flow into the monitoring well. Only the excess 

hydrocarbon starts to flow into the monitoring well. 

4. The simulations and experimental results indicate that the relationships between 

hydrocarbon thickness in the monitoring well and the specific spilled volume are 

strongly dependent on the water table fluctuation history. Therefore, the inclusion of 

water table fluctuation history in a hysteretic entrapment predictive model has an 

impact on the predicted hydrocarbon distribution in the subsurface. 

5. Comparison shows that simulated results are in close agreement with the measured 

experimental data. These verification studies indicated that the model presented in 
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this study may be used to predict the relationship between spilled hydrocarbon 

thickness in the porous media and in the monitoring well with reasonable accuracy. 

6. It is found that the sensitivity of the developed model to the sand porosity and 

LNAPL density is quite low. This makes the use of the model more reliable. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 
There exist a number of important areas, which need further research to predict 

the extent of hydrocarbon contamination. Researchers may focus their attention on 

refining and developing suitable models. The literature survey amply demonstrates that 

there exists a need to work out the relationship between field and laboratory parameters 

used as input for hydrocarbon transport and quantification models. This would eliminate 

the need for extensive field experiments.  

Empirical models are mainly based on experimental evidence. Therefore, it is 

necessary to refine existing models or derive mathematical models from more 

fundamental physical laws. Most available models are derived to simulate idealized 

laboratory scale conditions and often do not apply to undisturbed field systems because 

of large-scale spatial variability effects and involved cost. An additional effort to derive 

field scale models is essential. 

Studies on the relationship between hydrocarbon thickness in the monitoring 

wells and spilled hydrocarbon in the adjacent formation showed that there is potential for 

probing more into this area. In fact, this is a growing area of research to develop more 

accurate, efficient, and reliable estimates.  
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 In order to evaluate the effect of hydrocarbons and porous media properties, a 

different range of hydrocarbons and porous media should be used. 

 A field study is needed to check the validity of developed mathematical models. 

The field study will also help in the calibration of the model. 

 Fluctuation in hydrocarbon thickness in a monitoring well depends on a number 

of factors, including backfill, overburden, soil heterogeneity and aquifer temperature. 

Therefore the influence of these factors may also improve model predictions. 
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APPENDIX-A 

Flow Chart of Developed Mathematical Model 
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APPENDIX-B 

Program Listing of Developed Mathematical Model 
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clear all
clc

itermax = input('Enter no. of iterations: ');

temp1_min = input('Enter Minimum value for owSw: ');
temp1_max = input('Enter Maximum value for owSw: ');
temp1 = temp1_min:(temp1_max-temp1_min)/itermax:temp1_max;

temp2_min = input('Enter Minimum value for awSw: ');
temp2_max = input('Enter Maximum value for awSw: ');
temp2 = temp2_min:(temp2_max-temp2_min)/itermax:temp2_max;

temp3_min = input('Enter Minimum value for owShw: ');
temp3_max = input('Enter Maximum value for owShw: ');
temp3 = temp3_min:(temp3_max-temp3_min)/itermax:temp3_max;

temp4_min = input('Enter Minimum value for awShw: ');
temp4_max = input('Enter Maximum value for awShw: ');
temp4 = temp4_min:(temp4_max-temp4_min)/itermax:temp4_max;

temp5_min = input('Enter Minimum value for aoSha: ');
temp5_max = input('Enter Maximum value for aoSha: ');
temp5 = temp4_min:(temp4_max-temp4_min)/itermax:temp4_max;

itermax = 1; %input('Enter no. of iterations to perform: ');

for iter3 = 1:1:itermax

rho_o = 0.8; %input('rho_o (g/cc): ');
rho_w = 1; %input('rho_w (g/cc): ');
rho_r = rho_o/rho_w;
Kfp = %input('Kfp (cm/s): ');
Ko = %input('Ko (cm/s): ');
Kw = %input('Kw (cm/s): ');
dl = %input('delta_l (cm): ');
r = %input('r (cm): ');
phie = %input('phie: ');
H = %input('H (cm): ');
Ho = %input('Ho (cm): ');
t = %input('t (sec): ');
to = %input('to (sec): ');
ho = %input('ho (cm): ');
hwo = %input('hwo (cm): ');
zo = %input('zo (cm): ');
minSw = %input('minSw: ');
minSt = %input('minSt: ');
minSo = %input('minSo: ');
minSa = %input('minSa: ');
IawSar = %input('IawSar: ');
IaoSar = %input('IaoSar: ');
IowSor = %input('IowSor: ');
DowSor =
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DawSar =
DaoSar =
owSw = temp1(itermax); %input('owSw: ');
awSw = temp2(itermax); %input('awSw: ');
owShw = temp3(itermax); %input('owShw: ');
awShw = temp4(itermax); %input('awShw: ');

dawSw = %input('dawSw: ');

epn = 0.0000001;

Rao = (1/IaoSar)-1;
Row = (1/IowSor)-1;
Raw = (1/IawSar)-1;
Rhow = (1/DowSor)-1;
Rhaw = (1/DawSar)-1;

Rhao = (1/DaoSar)-1;
owSor = (1-dowSw)/(1+Row*(1-dowSw));
owSot = owSor*(owSw-dowSw)/(1-dowSw);
Sotw = owSot;

awSar = (1-dawSw)/(1+Raw*(1-dawSw));
awSat = awSar*(awSw-dawSw)/(1-dawSw);
Satw = awSat;

aoSar = (1-daoSo)/(1+Rao*(1-daoSo));
aoSat = aoSar*(aoSo-daoSo)/(1-daoSo);
Sato = aoSat;

StR = Sotw + Satw + Sato;
Show = Sotw
Shaw = Satw

owShor = (1-hdowSw)/(1+Rhow*(1-hdowSw));
owShot = owShor*(owShw-hdowSw)/(1-hdowSw);
Show = owShot;

awShar = (1-hdawSw)/(1+Rhaw*(1-hdawSw));
awShat = awShar*(awShw-hdawSw)/(1-hdawSw);
Shatw = awShat;

aoShar = (1-hdaoSo)/(1+Rhao*(1-hdaoSo));
aoShat = aoShar*(aoSha-hdaoSo)/(1-hdaoSo);
Shato = aoShat;

ShoR = Show + Shaw;
Sow = Shotw;
Saw = Shatw;
SoF = Sow + Saw;

ShtF = Shotw + Shatw + Shato;

if H > Ho
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fw = phie*(1-StR);
fo = phie*(1-ShoR);

elseif H <= Ho

fw = phie*(1-StF);
fo = phie*(1-SaoF);

end

k = 1-(fw/fo);
a1 = -(fw/K - k*(1-k)*fo/Ko)/(1-k*rho_r);
ao = -((1-k)*(ho+k*zo)*fo/Ko)/(1-k*rho_r);
bo = -(H-rho_o*(ho+k*zo))/(1-k*rho_r);

dt = (t-to)/2000;
tt = to:dt:t;
h = ho;

for iter1 = 2:1:length(tt)
for iter2 = 1:1:70

h = h + epn;
func2 = (a1/k)*(ho-h)+(ao-a1*bo)*log((ho-h+

zo*k+bo*k)/(zo*k+bo*k))-tt(iter1);
h = h - 2*epn;
func1 = (a1/k)*(ho-h)+(ao-a1*bo)*log((ho-h+

zo*k+bo*k)/(zo*k+bo*k))-tt(iter1);
h = h + epn;
func = (a1/k)*(ho-h)+(ao-a1*bo)*log((ho-h+

zo*k+bo*k)/(zo*k+bo*k))-tt(iter1);
dfunc = (func2-func1)/2/epn;
h = h - func/dfunc;

end
hh(iter1) = h;

end
hh(1) = ho;

q = 2*Kw*(1-rho_r)/r/dl;
z = zo;

for iter1 = 2:1:length(tt)
for iter2 = 1:1:70

z = z + epn;
func2 = a1*(z-zo) + (ao-a1*bo)*log((z+bo)/

(zo+bo)) - tt(iter1);
z = z - 2*epn;
func1 = a1*(z-zo) + (ao-a1*bo)*log((z+bo)/

(zo+bo)) - tt(iter1);
z = z + epn;
func = a1*(z-zo) + (ao-a1*bo)*log((z+bo)/

(zo+bo)) - tt(iter1);
dfunc = (func2-func1)/2/epn;
z = z - func/dfunc;
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end
zz(iter1) = z;

end
zz(1) = zo;

P = 2*Kw*(H-zz-hh)/r/dl;

if H > Ho

for xi = 2:1:201
fint(xi) = q*((hh(1) + 4*sum(hh(2:2:10*xi-10))

+ 2*sum(hh(3:2:10*xi-11)) + hh(10*xi-9))*dt/3);
end

integ = P(1:10:2001).*hh(1:10:2001).*exp(fint);

for xi = 2:1:21
sint(xi) = (integ(1) + 4*sum(integ(2:2:10*xi-10))

+ 2*sum(integ(3:2:10*xi-11)) + integ(10*xi-9))*10*dt/3;
tint(xi) = (hh(1) + 4*sum(hh(2:2:100*xi-100)) +

2*sum(hh(3:2:100*xi-101)) + hh(100*xi-99))*dt/3;
end

hw = exp(-q*tint).*(hwo - sint);

elseif H <= Ho

for xi = 2:1:201
fint(xi) = (P(1) + 4*sum(P(2:2:10*xi-10))

+ 2*sum(P(3:2:10*xi-11)) + P(10*xi-9))*dt/3;
end

integ = exp(-fint);

for xi = 2:1:21
sint(xi) = (integ(1) + 4*sum(integ(2:2:10*xi-10))

+ 2*sum(integ(3:2:10*xi-11)) + integ(10*xi-9))*10*dt/3;
tint(xi) = (P(1) + 4*sum(P(2:2:100*xi-100)) +

2*sum(P(3:2:100*xi-101)) + P(100*xi-99))*dt/3;
end

hw = exp(-tint)./(1/hwo + q*sint);

end

end

% Plots of h(t), z(t) and hw(t)

% h(t)
figure
plot(tt,hh)
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title('h(t)')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('h(t)')

% z(t)
figure
plot(tt,zz)
title('z(t)')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('z(t)')

% hw(t)
figure
plot(tt(1:100:2001),hw)
title('hw(t)')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('hw(t)')
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